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IMTROIHTCTIOB
In reoent years there harm he*n mny
attempts to determine what types or eualiti*n of
i*ersonality
» re best adapted to warious typss of
activities. These activities include faming,
bookkeeping, banking, *usie, writing, aoadewie
study, teaching, tea-roee Baeageaent, and aany,
Many sere*
"different vocational situations Bay bare
different personality requirements. General
sociability and a liking for people are reeaisites
for person* who are to hold jobs that will bring
thea into contact with other people. This is true
ef a whole host of positions — thoes of salesman,
the counter elerfc, end the gasoline station attend-
ant, for cscasvle*.1
^hen a group of investigators find that a
i&rge nusher of people, participating in a given
activity, h&ve, in general, the sens personality
traits they (the investigators) then assume that
these traits ara an aid in that field. The
o
AUperts follow this visw and suggesrthat *those
with aeeend^nt scores would perhaps have a special
1* Harold ?. Oaskill, "Personality", p. S?g.
2, cordon W. Ailport and Floyd H. Allport, "The
JVS Reaction Study? In the Manual of directions,Scoring Values, and Sforas, p. 15.
sadvantage in executira work,,, law, poll*
tics, organising and kindred occupations*,
So8E« studies ftUMMi beer, rrirtt concerning
en* or sore personality traits and school
3
situations. "^eSitt»B study is one example
4
of this type of investigation*. Tyler has
also writ ton in this field. In 1035 Besworth
5
found a coefficient of eorreslindane* ©f ,65
between personality ratings and school narks.
The '.Psychological ?*llstins" frois tine to
tins present personality and chnraetsr lists
and works of correlation, material on speech
3, Hnglnald SeEeiren feeSitt, "Introversion and
Introversion in the TTign Schools Their de-
lation to Age, Sex, Academic ruceese, and
Leadership! rector's dissertation, ttelT*rs-
ity of Michigan, Sported in "The ~niv*rsity
of Michigan School of TSdueatioa ^lletin*,
4, lo, 1, Oct sb5 r 1932, p. 13,
4, Henry T. Tyler, 'The Bearing of Certain per-
sonality Tactore other than Intelligence on
Academic Success; Teachers College, Columbia
Bnlvsrsity Contributions to Education, To,
5, VI illan ;sra Tkisworth, Jr., "A Study of the
Interrelationships of Intelligence, School
Marks, TTose asviransent, Personality and
Conception of Values* ]%st?r*s thesis at
Massachusetts State College, 1935, p, 175,
§ Especially good lists In the 193ft, 25 and
1929, 26 Issues,
1and personality is lacking. This study intends
to present one saall part of th« relationship
of speech to personality in MMft th* same way
that otW actiTttiea h*v» correlated with
personality.
Ksay opinions are held concerning speech
sad personality. Tor aauunple, we hare the
opinion held that extroverts ar&a the beet
speakers* labile speaking teachers sake thia
assortion an the basis that th* extrtwert
generally »let* fciaself go*, and, as a general
rwle, he puts his ideas and feelings inta
orert action rather readily. It is assumed
that a speaker should be able to fellow this
MMft procedure*
We are sll aware of the influence of
personality in speaking as it is shown in
President Franklin Delano Peesewelt. In actual
audience situatians {this study is not concerned
with r&dio) the personality of Alfred 3* Sis1th
is aseuned to be a potent factor in his success
in speaking*
The general belief that personality
plays an inport&nt part in public speaking
(as far as the writer can determine) has not
subjected to actual scientific survey.
This tresis attempts to study the problem
frcffl a scientific point of view, and to bring
evidence that there is, or thmt titers is net,
any definite relationship between personality
traits and public speaking ability.
The fact thnt personality is a very
difficult thing to define has pl&ysd a
definite part in all studios concerned with
it« correlation to my other trait, and will
play an important part is this study, A re-
atatemnt of a few attempts at definition will
serve to indicate the complexity of the setter,
and lead te a procedure t> >t been adopted
by other studies?
Allpcrt, "The individual's characteristic re-
actions to social stimuli and his
adaptation to the social features
6
of hie envirc-BEent*.
§ Charles Lenas recently considered the
effect of the asset ion of "stage fright " and
speaking, "The Psychology *f Stage Fright*,
in the Quarterly Journal of Speech*, Vol, XXIII,
ifusiber 1, pp. 35-44.
§m Qaoted by ""hclna TSant, "Ke&suressent in iwy-
ehology*, p. SSI.
5iXnrcue and Gaffer, »a atiwilua pattern toward
7
which other* r«aet%
Coring, Languid «»d *,M| *;<erso«ality refers
to the behavior of the indirictinl
which is not stereotyped either by
the groep of by the nors-rocisU en~
vironasert. It amy he defined store
pceitircly as the fe*hs.rier of the
iwiividujsi MM differentiates hi«
a
frca hie fell ere**
Link, " ersonclity is represent sd fey the extent
to which the individual has learned
to comnsrt his org'iale energies into
habits cr icticas which successfully
9
influence ether people*.
Barnhaa;, »The Iftal integration of one's nodes
of r actios constitute one's character,
10
one's persons lity".
ffltaifftoig I.* T'., *?he personality of an individual
isay be defined sjt his persistent ten*
7. 3. 2. Dorcuo and S-feaffrr, 'Textbook of Ab-
noml Psychology; p. 282.
8. £.3. Berlng# B.L L&agfelc, K»Jw HU and collab-
orators* "Psychology** p. 496.
9* *?enry C« Link, •* Test of Pear Personality Traits
of ldolesc?>nte% in the "Journal of Applied isy-
ehology*, Vol.XX* ^o.5, Oct., 1956* p. 528.
10. anmham* *The Koncel ^ind** p. 197.
deneiee to m&km certain kinds and qualities
11
of adjustment*.
Such coaplftxi ty makes one wonder just how
say attempt to determine vltti personality traits
were repaired for any activity, or what corre-
lation existed between personality and any other
activity, or measure, ecu Id. progress. This diffi-
culty is ftVarins.** (or evaded ) to a large degree,
by omitting the question of definition of person-
ality itself* and by using the so called person-
ality tests* The person conducting the study
either takes standard personality tests or de-
velops his own tests and uses these for his
rating,
12
Personality t*sts, according to "ant,
include large aun^r of non-intellectual
traits rather loosely grouped under the head-
ing of personality".
This study follows the s&jse procedure of
other investigators in the field and chooses
four personality tests as an indication of
personality.
The comparison, or correlation, of these
11. Shaffer, 'The Psychology of Adjustment",
p. 282.
12. Thelisa runt, *Keasure»*nt in Psychology**
pp. 321-522.
7test result* with public apeaking starks {tba
indication of ability) shuld offsr as accurate
ft picture of the relationship between certain
factor* in pjreon&lity and speaking ability
as it ic posaible to gire at tba present tlas*
We easy fttctft the above in problem for*
es follow**
Are thfre any correlations between
certain personality tr&its that o&n be seasured
hy psychological testa ana public speaking
ability aa indio**t«<i by claae Berks? and if so,
whn% are the correlations?
aSCOPE 0? STUDY
In order to maker the study as reliable
as possible six different Glasses of students
were chosen. The selection was further waried
by choosing theee classes from three different
colleges j Kount Holyoke, Amherst, and Maesachu-
setts State* The different classes in the
different colleges were taught "by different
instructors. The total picture presented
153 students in six different classes from three
colleges, taught by four different instructors*
The combinations of classes, number of
students, college, and instructor were as
follows
i
Group I consisted of 6 students tron a sopho-
more required course in Public Speak-
ing at Eassachusetts St$te College,
and was taught by Kr. Vernon Helming,
Group II consisted of 16 students from a fresh-
men required course at Amherst, and was
taught by Professor Stewart Garrison.
Group III consisted of 93 students from a sopho-
more required course in Public Speak-
ing at Massachusetts State College, and
was taught by Sir, C.W. Dow,
*Group IV consisted of IX students from an
elective course for upyerclassmaa
st * ount "olyoke College, and ens
taught by Sis* Louise Jevett*
Group 7 consisted of 14 students frcw a sopho*
more elective course at Aaaherst College,
and was taught "by irofesecr Garrison*
Group VI consisted of 12 students fro» an
elective course for upp«rcl»ss»en
at Vase^chueetts ^tate College, and
w»s taught hy Wrm 3ow*
?\xch a selection givss an indication of
the various colleges* ""he eosbinatlon also
offers a siore representative survey. The
different instructors also permit varieties
of vie*-point.
The nuahor of stslenaents given to the
various groups X".s varied* Iroup I had 10
assignments! group II hid 6f group III had 9*
group If had 12 j group 7 had 15 f and group 71
had XI* The average ausfeer af assignments
§ the complete list of assistants for e*ch
group is given in Appendix C.
10
for all groups m l%$t for the first three
group*, 8#5&t for the lfcst three groaps,
12.66, ^onrevr r*pe'.cv tcschere do not *»rk
all i&mi££W0B&h snd certain i*seigimente (those
sot considered extemperr-cwamuricatiTe type)
were omitted in determining the arwrsg* »&rk
of students far the tern. The nesigniaente
considered in determining the SYerrige merit of
the students were ma follower ^roup 1, &t group
lit H grout ill, 4j group IV, t\ group V, 13$
uud group VI, 8. The average rsueher of assign-
ment* considered in determining fcfce speech mark
for 03 gmH -as f| end for the firet three
groups 4*66f and for the Ir.et three groups,
^pproxiafttelT all of the 152 students took
ths four iwrsonaiity feast**- Stvfctt nearly 600
separate personality rfttiags* The exact nusabsr
of t<«pts t&ken hy each group is as follower
Group T : X*S» 6f A«4»* 6? €| ^H, 6*
aroup lit X-2» 1*1 A-S, 16* <UG, loj 3«H» 16,
| 2ntrov#raion-^trov«rsion test.
A^S, Awc«»def»ey-Sateie«ioii itv-
X-0, iTesser** t.*»t for "Tstnl Affectiw y .
^perkinetlo-'fypolrinetic test.
11
Sroup Hi! 09f A-S, 90; X-G, 91; H-H. 90,
Group IVs 1-3, llf A-3, 11; X-0, 11| T-T-", 11,
3r©»p V« Ss% 14 1 A-$t 14| X-O, 13f B»E. 14.
Group VI s I-K, 13 f A-S, 13 1 X-0, 10$ R-H, 13.
The total number of tests taken by group I
me 24 1 by Oreup XX* 62; group III* 3o0f
by group IV, 44; by group V, 55 f and by group
VI, 49*
The total auaber of the different kinds of
teste taken by all groups wee as follows;
1-3, 149 f A-3, 150 | X-0, 146; and H-H, 150.
The total nutaber of teste taken by all
groups wan 895.
A brief recap1tulat 1 on indicates that
there were 153 students from 6 classes in 3
colleges; taught by 4 instructors; graded on
an average of 7 Barks; and rated on 595
personality tests of 4 types*
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mssm of ssLscnifG uam
The Banner of selecting subjects for this
study mm as follows * Whenever possible, all the
Hashers , or nearly all the members, of a class
were chosen* Tor example, in group III oil hat
three members of the entire elsss took the tests.
(These three were either absent en the day the
tests were given, or failed to complete the
assignments required for the arerage nerving
scale required for this experiment. ) In group
IV all but one member of the class participated}
This member was absent en the day the tests
were administered. In group VI the entire class
took the tests and were included in the study*
In groups I, lit &ad V there was an attempt
made to obtain a representative sampling of the
larger groups. The instructor is charge of the
class was asked to choose twelve or wore students
according to relative positions in ability for
that class. If twelve students could be present
an attempt w^s made to have one-third of that
number be in the upper third of the class (as
determined by speaking ability shown in narks),
IS
and one-third from the mid 1© section of the
class* sad the last third from the lower sec-
tion of the class*
There were no ocmgulsory measures applied
in the various groups. As a result of this the
representation is not an accurate sampling of
the larger group of which these students were
a part* A aom-wolumtery procedure would have
neen better, and would have given hotter results,
but It could net be used because of the strong
#
opposition that existed in scree cases* Tests
of any kind were frowned upon.
The instructors in charge of the classes
ehose a representative sampling of students,
and those who were free at that tir» volunter-
ed to take the tests, "he members of groups
Si II, and V were selected according to
the
syetes indicated above*
i i ii
» As one instructor put it, f^g^^gtf
I was trying to send them to ^elchert
own .
14
mirmcitmm or immmspam to m tjssd
In a study ef personality and speaking
ability there are two measurements to be do*
termineds (1} a measure of personality, and (2)
a measure ©f speaking ability.
It is a well known faet thnt personality
is a difficult thing to measure, ^e have noted
in the imiQBfJCTIOB that those who work with
personality have eeased te attempt definitions
and hare accepted personality tests as a method
of indicating something about personality.
(It Is assumed that these tests give an indi-
cation of the traits they are purported to
measure.) "heec tests, it will fee admitted, are
not so perfect as we could wish them to be, but
they do offer an objectire means of indicating
13personality. Hunt ststes that "no technique of
personality measurement has yet proved thoroughly
valid*, ueh a point of view must be kept in
mind when dealing with personality.
The writer, aware of all these pit-falls,
13. Thelma Hunt, "Measurement in xsyehology"
p. 333.
15
chose three standard personality tests as
a measurement, of indication, of personality*
There are a great muny tests on the
market and any choice suet be eoaewhat arbi-
trary. The three standard tests used in
tans study (the Seyaran and Eehletedt !>iag-
nostic Test for IntrovoreioB-artreversion,
the Allport Scale for Measuring Ascendance-
Cubes! ssion in Personality, and the Pressey
X-0 Teste fer Investigating the ^notions},
sere chosen because t (l } They give a numerical
result that can be used for algebraic compu-
tations? (g) The cost was sot beyond the mams
of the writer
-f The approximate cost of the
three standard tests need was 146*00 | excluding
parcel pest and insurance. } s (3) They can be
given to a tnasber cf people at one timet
(4) They are as reliable as the average person-
ality test | and (5) They awnsure the traits thet
the writer was interested in considering.
# All tests are explained in detail in the next
section, Vmemttm OF TRAITS AJT3 T3STS,
pp. 18-27.
% Samples of all tests are given in Appendix A.
16
14
%est explains personality as srasole
tsueIon. Hgi the speaker possesses & given
degree of muscular tension (bodily tonus} the
speaker is said to h«v« an attractive person*
ality.
"The writer developed the Hyperkinetic-
Hypokinetic 11141 to see If a test th*t attempt-
ed to measure physical activity or intensity, such
as that suggested above by l^est, would have a
reliable correlation with public speaking ability.
The se&Buresir?r;t8 used as an indication of
personality were four personality testst m the
Introv«rsion-I&ctrov«r8ion Test, the Ascend sney-
Submission Gtu<*y, The *T«ssey 1-0 I*tudyt and the
Hyperkinetic-Hypokinetic Study.
To obtain a numerical measure of speaking
ability the average of certain class marks was
used*
All teachers fully realise th; t Karks given
a student may not represent thftt student's ability.
i*evertfeelees, for all praetieia purposes a student's
grade* or mark, stands as an indication of his
14. Robert est, •Ittrposive Speaking", ©p. cit.,
P. 281.
17
ability, *?# «ay feel that a student is
capable of doing better work, but tt i« not
produced, Sometimes* we also feel that a mark
on & test or a given piece of work is higher
or lower than our estimate of th^t student 9*
ability.
To take the average of a student's
grades isay or «*>y not give an indication of
hie ability. It is believed, however, that
the average «oe« give a elocer approxi«atir*n
of his ability than any one nark.
The writer was interested in only tfcoee
fens* of speaking that could be eel led eoissuni-
cative speech. Other «aterial such as poetie
interpretation and pantomime wis excluded.
The average of the marks thus considered wns
taken as an indie ition (Keasuresent) of the
student's ability in public speaking.
18
SSSCRIPTIOI? OT TRAITS ASD TT5TS
The classification of the "General atti-
tude types" of extravert (extrovert) and intro-
vert was proposed by Carl 0. Jung in 1923.
•Briefly stated, the extrsvrert i» one who is
dominated by external social values « while the
introvert takes a subjective view and Is govern*
ed by the relationship of things to himself.
The characteristic differences between the two
types, as described by Jung, may be tabulated
as follows s* says Osaffer. US)
Hxtravert Char*oter1 st
1
os
1* Directly oriented by objective data.
2. Conduct governed by necessity and expediency,
3. Accommodates readily to new situations*
4* Is negligent of ailments, not taking ears of
self.
5* Adjustments are compensatory*
6* Typical psychoneuroses Is hysteria*
Introvert Characteristics
1* Subjective determinants are more decisive*
2* Conduct governed by absolute standards and
principles*
3* lacks flexibility and adaptability*
4. Is ©verattentive to ailments and careful of
self*
5* Adjustments are made by withdrawing and
phantasy*
6* Typical pgychoneuroses is obsession or
compulsion state*
"This enumeration represents the extra-
vert as the man of action and the introvert as
the man of deliberation* which is the conception
that bus had the greatest influence on psycho-
logical discussions of personality*•
15. L.F. Shaffer, "The xsycbology of Adjustment*,
p* 266.
19
,
, ascendant type of tllttTlsTll" say
O'lfelll and Weaver *is the one with a
strong urge to dominate every situation of
which he is a part. la play on the school
grounds he Is the captain of the teams In
extras eases, he 'won't play' unless he is
allowed to he the eaptnin. In the social
life as a child he is the leader of the gnngt
he won't belong to it if he can't he, As he
grows older so©* of this is knocked out of himby experience, hut he frequently retains enough
of It to he classified as a distinct type all
through life. The definitely ascendant person
monopolises the conversation. It is extremely
difficult to get him to listen to anyone else.
He wants to he the cynosure of all eyes....
He has many characteristics of a good speaker
hisaself. The opposite type is the submissive
person. From '-is childhood days to the efed of
his life he is subject to the dominant and
ascendant individual. Me. is highly suggestible
and easily controlled by a speaker and rarely
becomes a good speaker himself*.
The third type ©1 personality trait that
is under consideration, degree of emotion, is
understood and experienced by all, but it is
17difficult to classify. Carney Landis presents
this idea and an attempted characterisation.
He says, "In spite of the great number of liter-
ary and dramatic descriptions of emotion th«~t
are available, it is not easy to secure material
which adequately and accurately pictures emotion.
...••The common characteristics or
eriterial of emotion are not simple or straight-
forward. iYisarily on* thinks of marked or in-
tense pleasantness or unpleasantness (approach-
ing or withdrawing reactions) pervading emotion.
16. O'Neill and leaver, "Elements of Speech*,
p. 295.
17. Carney Landis in •^wychology9 by Boring,
tsngfeld, "eld and collaborators, p#. 397-98.
P-0
but exceptions occur. ........ . Motional re-
actions are usually not specific but involve
practically the entire organisa« Again there
are exceptions.
. . "teotionnl expert encee are
usually accompanied by eoroe involvement of
visceral or organic ch*ag## bat occasional
cases occur in which there is a total ttotor
or sensory paralysis below the shoulders
,
after injury to the spinal cord, with reten-
tion of emotional experience end expression.,
•
•It seesis that emotion can best be
characterised as a relationship existing
mm. dtj -rse eiapente °1 experience
and react 1 on* This relationship is not well
specified* but, gen©rp.Uy spe.'king, there is
marked unpleasantness or pleasantness and
disorganisation of usually integrated behav-
ior patterns* An emotion is the total of the
experience of an individual during any period
of tiise when asarked bodily changes of feeling,
surprise or upset occur*.
If the above elassific tion is accepted
#e rasy define an eaotional pereon as one who hn.e
strong feelings of pleasantness or unpleasant-
ness during situations causing surprise or
upset* On the other hand, an unemotional
person will be the reverse ? or one who has
we.sk feelings in such s situation, or situations.
The Inst of the four personality traits,
hyperkinetic and hypokinetic, is well pictured
IS
by 0*Seill and leaver: "The hyperkinetic type
is the individtml who is tremendously active.
18. u'Keill *nd leaver, "The lewente of Speech",
p. °94.
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B» enjoys nothing better than pleasnnt exer-
f*
H0* * • * The. ..opposite type* the lethar-gic, sluggish, laxy, hypokinetic individual...
nates nothing quite so such as being stirred
up and compelled t© exert himself
The four (or eight) traits depleted above
eonstitute the types of personality const d*red
in this study. All of these traits, with the
exception of the hyperkinetic-hypokinetic, hare
standard tests for their indie* t i n.
^e sh&ll now consider a brief description
of these teste. The deseription is on the
pages ineiedl itely following, and the actual
tests are given In Appendix A*
22
Diagnostic Test for Introversion*Sxtrovereioto,
10hy C.A. ITeynaun and '£.3. £ohlstedt.
Bates 1928
Publishers C.H. Stoelting Co.» Chicago, Illinois.
Purpose i To r^venl tendencies toward intro-
version or extrov«reion.
I5estgned for? Malts*
Contents: Tifty st»ttew*inti to be answered by
underlining Yes or Wo,.,,...
Scoring t The subject is requested to express
his agreeswnt or disagreement with
the ides, expressed in each states trot
by circling Yes or £©. The nuaber
of question answered in the extro-
vert direct ie-n are counted and the
imssh^r of introverted questions sub-
tracted fro® this total. A minus
•core is introvert, therefore, and a
plus score extrovert.
Komst Tor 400 insane patients? *W college
students! 150 teachers, professional
nen etc., are given in wanunl.
Reliability: Sot reported.*
1
19. Heport taken fr©» •Psychological Tests,
Methods find Results", »y Carrott and
Sohneek, p. 1ST.
# Please refer to st»tess#nt in annual, page
94 of this study.
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A Seals f©r Measuring Ascendance-Submission in
Personality. (The A-S Reaetion Study), by
B»*« and ?mnm Allpert.20
Date: 1928
8WtiftW*«l bought sn Mifflin Co., Sew York.
iurposet *To discover the disposition of an
individual to doslnnte his fellows
(or to be dosin.«vti»d by tfc««) in
r-rious face-to-f-c? relationships
of ev-ry-day life*.
Sesigned for? Men and worsen, a separate fowe
for each.
Contents: The A-S questionnaire, Fors* for %Ten
comprises thlrty-thr^e, snd the Torn
for " omen thirty-fire, situ? lions
or problems* Te each of thsse two
to fire alternate responses ars» given.
*>»*•».«*••-••
Scorings Suserieal ralues, plus, sinus, and
sere are assigned to tfes two to fire
alt senate answers to e^eh situation.
20* Report taken fr©s *isyehologicjtl Tests,
Methods and Results", by Sarett and
Schnenk, pp. 131-13?.
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r coring (continued): Separate scoring values
s.re supplied for sen and women, The
final seor« is the algebraic sum of
the scores of the separate itess*
Thi? total is translated into a rat*
ing which gires the degree of ascend*
ance or submission*
Norms t Tentutire nonts are given in the isanual,
h ned upon groups of 1,860 Ml »nd
1,275 women*
Beliahilityt »74 ?epiit-hlf ) for 4co nest
.78 Cretest) for SCO
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X-0 Teete for Invustigating the iraotlone,
21by BbJm frcusy*
Datet 1920
Publisher* C,H» Steelting Co., Chicago, Illinois*
Purpose : To uncover individual differences in
•or&l* sectional and affective ten-
dencies; eccentric attitudes* anxie-
ties and other behavior abnoraaliti^s*
Designed fori Tors* k9 for edultsf Tors B. for
children*
Contents! The blank consists of four cub-tsete,
each test containing twenty-five
word8 each* In te*ts 1* 3» snd 4
tba subject is instructed to cross
out all words denoting siturticns or
things which &rc uople&s&nt. blame-
worthy or emotionally disturbing! snd
to eirolw one word in each list of five
which is the aost ua pleasant or
disturbing* Is test 2 the subject is
instructed to cross out ill words
21. Report taken fro® •Psychological Tests,
Methods and Fesults*. by Garrett and
Sehneck, p* 136*
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Contents (continued) i associated in any way
with the given stissulus word and to
circle one word in s- ch set hawing the
closest relation to the stlnulus
word.. ... There are 600 separate item
in the whole test*
Scoring: ""he total washer of word 6 crossed cot
gives the "tot^l affectivity score*.***
Vermes Median %nd quartile scores for both
tot^1 affectivity and ...... are given
in the manual. ~eottlts ere based upon
test scores of 114 college students*
fifty-eicht wo»en and fifty-six »e».
Reliability* Test 1, •85| Test 2. .86? Test 3,
•82} Test 4* .87 by retest on
sixty-four college students after
a forty-eight hear interval. .....
71easing reports a reliability
eoeifficient of (split-half) for
total affectivity score obtained
in a group of 328 freshmen. . .
.
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A scale for -etaraining Hyperkinetic and Hypo-
kinetic factions. (The faction Study)
by C*. 3o».
Datei 1937
Purpose * To indicate individual differences in
ai&ount of physical vitality, energy and
enthusiasm in habitual behavior.
deigned fort Adults.
Contents* i^rt I, fourteen statements frost gen-
er 1 life situations to be ans*»red by
underlining Tee or Ko* Part II, eleven
statesents fro® general life situations
to be checked fross two to four da*
grass of activity*
Scorings Huserical v.^iuws, plus, sinus and sere
arc assigned the various situations*
The final score is the algebraic sua of
the scores of the separate itcHss*
Kors^i The median and cuartlle scores for ©4
unseizeted college seph©sor*s are as
follows: 25th percentile, 5*36 j median
8.598$ 75f* percentile, 10.071*
reliability: lot determined at present tiasa.
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MANNER OP COLLECTING DATA
In collecting the data for this study
two procedures were folio ed: - one type for
collecting the personality ratings, and another
for the public speaking ability as indicated
in class marks.
The personality data were collected as
follows: The instructor in charge of the class
was requested by the writer to have the selected
group of students present at a given tine for
the purpose of taking the personality studies.
On the appointed, day the students gathered in
an ordinary classroom. The first test (intro-
version-extroversion) was passed out, and the
directions read as given in the manual. The
students then marked this test. Next the
Ascendancy Submission test was passed out, and
again the directions for taking it were read,
and the students marked these. Theee were collect,
ed, and the Hyperkinetic-hypokinetic studies were
distributed, and directions given for the
correct marking. Finally the Pressey X-0 tests
were distributed and the directions read as in-
§9
dictated* and the students narked these*
As soon as one test was completed*
another was passed out. The usual time for
taking the four tests was between one hour
and forty-five minutes? - boss©times one hour
and thirty minutes.
The procedure as indicated above was
used for groups I, II t IV, and V| and the
tests were given approximately one month before
the close of the first semester*
In groups III and VI a slightly different
procedure was followed. The tests for these
two groups were not administered at one sitting*
but were distributed over a period of several
weeks; otherwise the procedure was as indicated
above.
All tests were administered by the writer,
as required by the directions for that special test.
The methods of administration very with the given
tests, and specific directions for each test will be
found in the manuals given in Appendix B. However,
the general procedure is to pass out the tests and
read some simple directions, and then h«ve the
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subjects nark these tests.
The tests were then scored as re-
quired by the directions given in the manuals for
each test. The result gives a numerical indi-
cation of the degree of the personality trait
measured "by that specific test* Tor example,
in the Allport and Allport test for ascendancy-
submission a student receives a total score of
23. This indicates th- t he is 23 points above
the absolute statistical sero average of tMs
test. Or, we may say that he has a 23 point
ascendant score. All the tests used have a
numerical indication of this same general type.
This number is the indication of the degree of
the personality trait under consideration.
The numbers (scores) of these various tests
constitute the data of personality considered
in this study.
The other data, that of speech marks,
were collected as follows* At the end of the
semester letters were addressed to the various
instructors who had cooperated in making this
study. These letters Included a record sheet
giving the names of the students who had taken
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the tests. The instructor then recorded all
of the marks for all of the speeches that the
students had giren during the semester, in the
oruer of present: t ion, " Ob another record
blank the Instructor Indicated a brief de-
scripticn of the assignments covered by the
class, also in the order giren. The two
records were then returned to the writer.
The records for class assignments were
examined and all marks that were giren for
non-ooEnnunicatire speaking assignments were
dropped from the list. The remaining marks
were areraged, and these averages constituted
the data of "public speaking ability" for this
study.
# 3ach instructor was also sent a copy of mark-
ing suggestions to assure as much agreement
as possible between ratings*
"Please indicate in percentages according to
the general college average,*
A* 98 C* 78 F Jailure (anything
A 92-94 C 72-74 below 60^)
A- 90 C 70
B* 88 D* 68
B 82-84 D 62-64
S- 80 D- 60
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ffiarsHAL plah or hajdlifo data
To reveal the waterinl of this study in
es dear a form as possible all the data were
put in tabular foria.
Tables I thru VT give th* nuraer?.eal grsde
cu each personality test, anc th« ar-rage mark
in Public Speuking for each stu-^nt. These
six tables record* in complete detail, all
of the 596 teste taken by the 153 students who
participated in the study*
There is a table for e-^ch group, and
these groups represent a separate class in
Public Speaking as indicated in SCCPK OF GTUDY,
page? 8-9.
A student's introversion-extroversion
fating* ascendance-submission rating* total
affecti\'ity rating, hyperkinetic-hypokinetic
rating* smd speech average can be seen by read-
ing one line of figures directly across a page*
The method of correlation was used to give
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as reliable a relationship ae possible between
the personality trait and speech marks.
First, b rank-difference method of
correlation (rho) was computed for each of
the four trait ratings and public speaking
marks for each separate group. These corre-
lations are given in Table VII.
I
Next, a correlation was computed for
the relationship between each of the four trait
ratings and public speaking marks for groups I,
II, IV, and V (These groups were not taught or
Barked by the wroter.) combined. These Sorre-
lations are given in Table VIII.
Finally a correlation wae computed for the
relationship between each of t*e four trait rat-
ings and the r'^blic specking marks for all the
combined groups. There correlations are given
in Table IX.
These correlations answer our question
|
Vihat are the correlations between four person-
ality traits and public speaking ability as
shown in marks?
# (r) Pearson, Product-moment Coeifficient of
Correlation.
TABULATION AITD COH^JLATION
14
Table I
Kuaerical Grades oat "ach Teet and Percentage
Mark in Public Speaking for 3ach Student
Group I
Student 2MT
1 5
2 .6
3 14
4 24
5 .15
6 -?
A-S X-0
-22 96
-16 141
1 159
-12 139
-22 228
9 158
11 71
-9 70
17 69
68
11 62
5 58
§ tmM§ Introversion-^lxtroTersion
A«S # \ecendMacy—Submission
X»0t Toted Affectirity
H-E# Hyperkinetic-Hypokinetic
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Table II
Numerical Grades on Each Teet and Percentage
Hark is Public Speaking for Sach Student
Croup II
Student 1-3 A-S
. X-0 !T-H Mi
1 •9 8 150 17 90
2 -2 13 73 -2 89
3 6 23 146 1 88
4 12 -3 123 3 87
5 -6 -28 77 17 87
6 •2 -5 131 87
7
-a -8 5? 12 85
8 -20 34 76 4 86
5 23 115 1 83
10 10 24 130 13 83
11 4 -4 133 82
12 -11 -29 70 7 82
13 -4 -32 143 9 81
14 2 145 14 81
15 -10 33 101 6 80
16 -10 -28 252 7 80
# X„ Teet not taken*
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Table III
Euaerical Grade on Each Test and Percentage
Mark in Public Speaking for Sach Student
Group III
tudent 1-3 /US X-0 Bark
X 2 139 10 90
-ie 16 111 16 P
2
-is
-24 119 8 85
4 -10
-6 89 -2 85
12 31 148 15 85
| -8 -12 176 5 85
7 -8 10 117 8 85
8 12 8 151 7 85
9 10 8 104 3 83
10 14 -16 113 10 83
11
-4
-8 97 5 83
12 4 37 158 16 83
13 2 -1 137 17 83
14 •6
-12 180 11 33
IS 16 22 176 X 83
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Table III (continued)
tudent I.-g A-S X-0 m
16
-6
-21 122 12 80
1? •4
-18 178 10 80
18 4
-14 140 9 80
19 4 37 113 13 80
20
-10
-6 X 80
21
-14
-15 157 5 80
22 .5 2 132 7 80
23 12 I 165 16 80
24 •2 177 9 80
25
-4 6 97 4 80
26
-6
-8 83 11 80
27 16 -9 159 -4 80
28 -6 6 206 5 78
29 X -19 155 5 78
30
-20
-17 166 1 78
31 16 -18 218 16 78
32 6 -10 212 9 78
33 -8
-7 129 8 78
34 4 4 172 7 78
35 2 -9 146 8 78
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Table III
Student I-E a-S
36 X -20
37
-10 32
38
-8
-17
39 .4
-5
40 15 -12
41 10 42
42 10 28
43 -4
-10
44 2
45 -5 9
46 4 4
A 1!1 1 22. 8
48 12 -4
49 -16
-14
50 -2
-13
51 12 1
52 1 -20
53 -3
54 -4 X
(continued)
X-0 rt-H VnrV
122 5 78
84 16 75
168 6 75
197 10 75
157 11 75
111 19 75
112 4 75
170 -3 75
131 12 75
71 17 75
169 17 75
144 22 73
166 2 73
192 2 73
109 14 73
156 3 73
155 -4 73
204 11 73
130 11 73
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Table III
Student I-s A-S
5>&
-8
-34
56 13 .32
57 16 .7
56
-2 .3
5S
-8 24
50 1 17
61
-2 1
62 G 39
63 14 32
64
-5
65 o .21
66 .4 X
67 .8 X
68 -10
-20
69 2 8
70 24 16
71 4 12
72 X
-6
73 14 .7
74 f o
(continued)
x-o K-H Mark
200 6 73
118
-1 73
145 11 73
124 13 70
127 1 70
126 1 70
84
-1 70
149 10 70
140 14 70
179 9 70
126 1 70
140 14 70
X
-2 70
130 1 68
117 15 68
150 16 68
154 6 68
166 X 68
116 17 68
190 19 68
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Tabic III (concluded)
;udent I-S A-S
--0
75 •4
-25 175
-2 65
76 16 -10 136 9 65
77 2 -26 93 1 65
78 -4
-10 194
-1 65
79 3 -17 150 6 65
80 -10 14 114 15 65
81 -2
-18 102 -3 65
82 -9
-27 115 8 65
85 X -12 87 8 65
84 -6 -32 123 X 63
85 -22
-22 124 17 63
86 -10 -1 140 11 63
87 -24
-33 149 63
88 -2
-26 133 11 63
89 -10 -20 152 -7 60
90 10 -10 151 -15 60
91 13 -31 163 18 60
92 •8
-o 35 4 58
93 G -25 174 7 53
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Table IV
Tomerical Grades on Each Test and Percentage
Mark in Public Speaking for 3ach Student.
Group IV
aident 1-3 JUS X-0 Mark
1 18 36 78 9 90
2 14 14 91 11 89
5 -10 40 142 16 89
4 28 26 91 17 88
5 15 40 146 9 88
6 18 54 76 10 88
7 14 19 132 14 87
8 -12 35 113 14 83
9 14 56 13? 3 83
10 22 60 169 21 81
11 11 19 111 -1 80
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Table V
Kttncrle&l Grades on Sacb Test end Percentage
Mark in Public Speaking for Ml Student.
Group V
tuu oat I—E A-
3
X-0 ¥r.rk
1 20 33 157 16 88
2 32 32 108 15 86
3 .2 8 59 8 86
4 12 1 Q oO
5 -4 2 87 4 86
6 21 20 84 8 85
?
I •2 7 116 4 85
8 6 29 114 21 83
9 -3 212 12 63
10 26 22 142 23 83
11 4 -17 178 -6 81
12 1 12 180 i 80
13 10 -13 X ii 80
14 4 9 129 12 73
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Table VI
Nuaerical Grades onM Test and Percentage
tfark In Public Speaking for Sach Student.
Group VI
tudent I-K
- HP w II— TI Kark
1 8
-2 152 9 94
2 10 38 77 11
10 2? 91
-1 85
1 12 24 X 16 85
5 23 11 X 13 84
6 •3
-14 95
-3 84
7 20 56 106 11 84
6 2 5 88 10 64
1 -1 9 X 14 83
10
-8 15 86 5 81
11 10 33 154 15 60
12 12 38 148 26 76
13 5 8 145 12 74
Table VII
Correlations (r for group III, rho for all others)
between s&ch personality Rating and Public Speak-
ing Mark for 3&ch of the Six Groups.
Group x-s JUG
I
.20
-.47
II
.25 .20
III .05 .34
IV .19 -.18
V .16 .58
VI .32 -.05
X-0 w.h Cases
-.60
.05 6
•.10
-.09 16
.07 .12 93
-.56"
.10 11
-.02 .22 14
-.30
-.36 13
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Table VIII
Correlations between iaeb Personality Rating
and rublic Shaking War* for Groups I t li t
IV, and V Combined.
^
I.S A-S X.0 F^K
Correlation
.12 .36 -.58 .13
H\m*?T 47 47 45 47
I These Groups were not taught by the writer.
cc
Table IX
ons between Seen Personality B
e npe.kiag Ksrks for Ml Six
Coobined
wmm a-o tun
Correlation
.17
.45 - # i8 .18
KuBber 14S 150 i4€ 150
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DISCUSSION OF DATA
ifert I, The Separate Groups
The correlations (rho) for group I be-
tween public speaking marks and the various
personality traits are as follows: introversion-
extroversion,
.20* ascendancy.submission,
-,47 f
"total affectivity",
-„47| and hyperkinetic
hypokinetic traits, ©5. (Table VII, p. 44,
first row).
These figures appear T-ry high, especially
the correlations for the MB and the X-o teats,
and one would think, at first glance, that these
correlations were significant. Fowcver, because
of the small sampling (6 easea) these numbers
do not indicate a valid correlation. A correlation
SUist be three times ito standard error to be re-
22
liable. When these correlations are put in
tabular form (Table X) and the standard error of
rho, and three standard errors are given, it is
apparent thvt these correlations are not re-
liable.
22. "The Scientific Study of Educational Problems?
Monroe and TSngelhart, pp. 116-117.
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Table X
Correlations better. Each Pereonrlity Test
Hating and MU C Speaking Tories for Group
I with Kumbcr of Cases. Standard J^rror of
rho and Three Standard Errors to Indicate
Reliability of Correlations.
Test rho ^ (j-r
J-2 .
o
-
A-S
..47
•40 l.q
.28
.74
X
-°
--
60 6 .22
.66
H^ - 05 6 .41 1.25
(none reliable)
rho, for correlation.
N, for number of cases.
<Tr, for Btandard error of r, or r*o.
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Tbe correlation (rho) for group II
between public speaking marks and the various
traits, or tests, ere as follower 1-3,
.25,
A-S,
.20, X
-0,
-.10, and ft*, .. 09
. (Shown in
Table 711, p. 44, second row)
The highest correlation here is that
of ,25 between introversion-extroversion and
public speaking marks. The standard error of
this correlation is
.23. Three tlaef| thu
number far exceed
.25. The others fall far
below a reliable correlation. 7o rereal the
unreliability of all correlations of group II,
they, too, have been indie ted in tabular form,
(Table XI).
The correlations fr) for group III (Table
P. 44, row 3} give the first indie tion
of any reliability. This is .34 for the corre-
lation between public speaking m^rks and the
ascendancy-subraission reaction study. The stand-
ard error of r is .o9 (see Table XII), and three
times this standard error is .27 — or less than
the given correlation.
The other correlations are not reliable.
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Table XI
Correlations between Each Personality Test
Rating and Public Speaking Marks for Croup
II with Kuaber of Cases, Standard Jrror of
rho, ^nd Three Standard Errors to Indie te
Reliability of Correlations.
Test rho K Or 30r
W »25 16 .23 .69
A-fi .20 16 .24 .72
X-0
-.10 15 .26 .78
H-H ..09 16 .25 .75
(none reliable)
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Table XII
Correlations between ?.ach Personality Test
Rating and Public Speaking larks for Croup
III with Lumber of Casef;, Standard ;:rror of
r, and Three Standard Errors to Indicate
Reliability of Correlations.
Test r N Or 30~r
M .03 89 .10 .30
A-S .34 90 .09 .27
X-0 .07 91 .10 .30
H-H .12 90 .10 .30
(A-S, enclosed in red, reliable)
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The correlations (rhe) for group IV
between public speaking marks and the rarioue
trait ratings offer no reliable correlations.
The highest rating for this separate group
is
-.56 for the correlation between the X-0
test and speech marks. Howerer, the standard
error of rho is .21 (Table XIII), and the re-
suit is not reliable.
The corse lations for group V (shown
in Table VII, p. 44, row 5) when checked for
reliability (Table XIV) again present one
reliable correlation. This correlation of
•58 is between the A-S reaction study and
xUblic speaking Barks.
This group #&« not taught by the sane
instructor who taught group III, and yet both
groups offer a reliable correlation between
this same test (Ascendancy-Submission Reaction
Study) and speech marks. This particular
trait begins to assume Talidity.
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Table XIII
Correlations between BUI
.Personality Test
Rating and Public Speaking Marks for Group
IV with Rtober of Cases, Standard Urror of
rho and Three Standard Errors to Indicate
Reliability of Correlations.
Test Iho » Or 3(Tr
J~S
«
19 11 .29 m87
A~S
-
i8 11 .29
.87
X"° - 56 11 .21
.63
H"H
-1° 11
.30
.90
(none reliable)
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Table XIV
Correlations between Sach Personality Test
Puling and public Speaking I h rke for Group
V with Number of Cases, Standard grro* of
rho and Three Standard Errors to Indicate
Reliability of Correlations.
Test rho N Or 30r
-18 14
.26 .78
A"S
-58 14 ToTj
X-0
-.02 13
.27
.81
M
.22 14
.25
.75
(A-;3, enclosed in red, reliable)
5b
The correlations (rho) for group YI
{Table m, p. 44, row 6} between public
•peaking marks and the Tar i owe traits add
nothing to the information previously pre.
sented. The correlation between speech end
introversion-extroversion is
.32, bat the
standard error of rho, in this ease, is .25
(Table XV) f so this correlation is not
significant. The other high correlation,
-.36 between speech and the H-H study
, i s
also unreliable.
The six groups, when considered in-
dividually, offer only two reliable corre-
lations. These reliable correlations, in
both eases, are between th© Ascendancy-Sub-
aiseion reaction Study and public speaking
«arks* The groups that g ve these corre-
lations (III and V) were taught by different
instructors, and this has a tendency to in-
crease the value of this result.
!?one of the other correlations for the
various traits ie reliable when the groups are
considered individually.
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Table X?
Correlations between Saeh Personality Teat
Rating and Public Speaking S?arks for Group
VI with Humber of Caa-s, Standard 3rror of
rho t and Three Standard l^rrors to Indicate
Reliability of Correlations,
Test rho I Or ?0r
I-S
•32 13 •25 .75
A-8
-.05 13 .26 .78
X-0
-.30 10 .26 •84
B-H
-.36 13 •24 .72
(none reliable)
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The fact that the correlations on the
a*e trait vary to such & degree between the
various groups seems to indicate a very large
chance factor. Ale© the variation between
the same trait in two different groups taught
by the same instructor points to this sane
conclusion*
An extreme example of variation among
the various groups is the correlation between
the A-S test and public speaking marks. This
contrast is acre evident if presented in
actual figures*
Group I ii in IV V VI
Correlation -.47 .20 .34 -.18 .56 -.05
The variation of correlations in two
groups taught by the same instructor is very
clearly shown in the comparison of groups III
and VI, taught by the eaiae instructor, and
groups II and V taught by the same instructor.
There were two instructors for these four
groups. Groups III and VI compared give this
picture. ( page 58 )
Comparison of Groups III and VI
Group I-S A-S X-0 Kuaber
III •03 •34 .07 .12 93
VI •32 -.05
-.30
-.36 13
groups II
-nd. V are contrasted this is
the result:
Group 1-2 A-S X-0 H-n Nurah
II .25 .20 -.10
-.09 16
V
.18 .58 -.02 .22 14
On© thing that can he done to correct
this chance factor is to take a larger number
of cases frorn the same group. ' e mi>,y also
combine th» groups for a single correlation.
In this «agp the chance factor is lessened.
The large combinations of cases that
we now consider offer the only valuable answer
to the question of reliable correlations.
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DISCTTSSIOW OF DATA (continued)
Part II, Combination of Groups
When groups 1, II , IV and V were com.
bined the correlations between speech marks
and the various traits (Table VIII, p. 45)
were as follows: Introversion-Extroversion,
•12j ascendancy-submission,
.36f "total affee-
tivity%
-.38* .nd hyperkinetic-hypokinetic
rating, .13. If these correlations are
checked for reliability (Table XVI) it is
found that none is reliable, but two are
extremely significant. The two significant
correlations are for the A-S rating and the
X-0 rating. (These are shown in Table XVI
enclosed in the dotted red lino.)
The correlation for the A-S rating and
speech marks is .3© which is vsry near three
times its standard error .13 (.127 exact).
The same is true of the X-0 rating. This
correlation of -.38 is r<*ry close to three
(continued on page 61)
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~able XVI
Correlations between Each Personality Test
Hating and Public Speaking Marks for Groups
I, II, IV, and V Combined, with Number of
Cases, standard 3rror of r, and Three Stand-
ard Srrora to Indicate Reliability of
Correlations.
Test r H Or 3tfr
i- «12 47 .14 .42
j
i
A-
5
.36 47 .1? .39
X-0
-.38 45 .13 .39
.13 .14 .4t
(no reliable correlations,
significant correlations
are enclosed in dotted
red lines)
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tines it* standard error of .15.
It ie interesting to note that the
correlation between the Tf-H study and speech
marks (.13) is slightly higher than that be-
tween the I-S study and speech marks, (.12).
Both these correlations, however, are tnr too
low to be of any ralue.
The correlations of speech marks and
personality traits for groups I, II, IV and
V combined, we may conclude, offer significant
relationships between the aseendaney-suhmission
traits *nd "total affectivity»f and no reliable
or significant correlations between introversion
extroversion or hyperkinetic-hypokinetic ratings.
This A-S correlations was also found in groups
III and V, when they were considered separately.
The X-0 rating that is significant in
this combination of groups so asm to indioate
that the bettor speakers are less emotional
than the poorer speakers. In favor of this
contention it could be pointed out that those
people who are highly emotional are likely to
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have trouble controlling themselves, and are
not able to meet the speech situation success*
fully. Many students who are very nervous
(highly emotional ?) do much better work when
they hare overcome some of the fears of facing
an audience*
On ths other hand, the suggestion given
23
by ^©olbert that all good speaking is amotion-
as speaking, carries the weight of an authority
that can not be denied. "«oolbert, however,
uses the word emotion to imply a total bodily
reaction— or action.
This combination is the only one that
presents this particular trait as significant,
altho there have been negative indications in
all of the small groups.
The most reasonable point of vies, in
light of the conditions in which this correlation
develops, Is to say that there appears to be a
significant negative correlation between the
total affectivity scores of rressey's X-0 test
and public spe king marks} and that an investi-
gation of a greater numbsr of oases, taught and
23. Charles Henry 'oolbert, "fundamentals of Speech*
op. cit. p. 88.
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graded by e greater number of instructors*
will "be necessary before we can say that
the correlation is consistent and reliable*
The final correlations between public
speaking marks and the various traits for
the six groups combined were as follows:
(Table IX, p. 46} introversion-extroversion,
•17} ascendancy-submission,
.43} "total affec-
tivity*,
-,18f and hyperkinetic-hypokinetic
ratings, .16. r?ow mrny of these correlations
are reliable or significant?
In the final analysis only one corre-
lation is reliable, and the other three are
of very slight significance. (Table XVII
shows this very clearly.) The reliable corre-
lation is .43 between the A-S study and public
speaking marks. This correlation is more than
seven times its standard error of .06 — a
very high reliability between such things as
a personality trait and public speaking ability
as shown in class marks. We may say then, that
good speakers are likely to have "ascendant"
personalities.
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Table XVII
Correlations between ^ach Personality Test
Rating and Public Speaking Marks for All
Groups Combined with Eusber of Cases,
Standard rror of r» and Three Standard
Urrers to Indicate Reliability of Correlations*
Test r i 6r 30r
M .1? 149 .0? .21
A-S .43 150 • 06 •18
I
I
X~0 -.18 Ut .08 .24
.18 150 .07 .21
( A-G, enclosed in red, reliable)
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The ether correlation* ere nearly uni-
form. The relation between introversion-
extroversion and speech narks is »17j for
"total affeetivity*, -.16; and for ths hyper-
kinetic-hypokinetic traits, .18*
The original contention that extroverts
siake the beet speakers is suggested in there
figures, but it is not nearly so reliable as
the ascendant personality* It is. in fact,
only of snail significance*
The standard errors of all correlations
are greatly reduced because of the increased
number of cases* and all the traits approach
significant correlations* It is probably
th&t a still larger group would offer a low
reli ible correlation between the various traits
and speech marks*
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DISCUSSION 0? DATA (concluded)
Part III. Tbe "our Tests
The introversion-extroversion (1-2)
correlations (Table XVIII) are all positive
correlation*, and this. In spite of the small
sampling, indicates that there is some rather
constant relationship between extroversion and
speaking ability as Indicated in class marks.
However, we must be careful to note that In
no case is the correlation high enough to
be
reliable. The best that can be said of the
rhos (group. I,II,IV,V, and VI, whsn
considered
individually) is that -the rank methods indi-
cate the presence of a relationship
rather than
»
24
the exact relation".
-he ascendancy-submission ( VG) corre-
lations (Table XIX) have much variation.
Groups
I and II have a rather strong
looking, but not
reliable, negative rho. In contrast
to this
fact two other groups (HI and V) offer a re-
liuble correlation.
24. Henry S- Sarrett, -Statistics
In Psychoid
ogy and Education*, P. l»s-
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Table XVI I
I
I-E (introversion-extroversion) Correlations
for Ml Groups and Combinations of Groups
with Standard Srror of r or rho, and Three
Standard Errors to Indicate Variability and
Reliability of the 1-3 Test and Public
Speaking Marks.
Group or r, rho K <fT ^Of
Groups
I
.20 6 .40 1.20
II .25 19 .23 .69
III .03 89 .10 .30
IV .19 11 .29 .87
V .18 14 .26 .78
VI
.32 13 .25 .75
I, II, IV,
and V .12 47 .14 .42
All .17 149 .07 .21
(none reliable)
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Table XIX
A-S (ascendancy-submission) Correlations for
All Groups and Combinations of Groups with
Standard Brror of r or rho, and Three Stand,
ard Errors to Indicate Variability and Re-
liability of the A-S Test and Public Speak-
ing Marks.
Group or r, rho r (Tr 30r
Groups
I
-.47 6 • 28 .74
II .20 16 •24 .72
j III •34 90 •09 .27j
IV -.18 11 .29
i
87
•58 14 •28 .54
VI .05 13 .26 .78
j 1,11,1V,
? and V .36 47 .13
* i
.
»3« J
All •43 150 .06 •18
_
i
(solid red line, reliable!
broken line, significant,
correlations)
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Furthermore, when four of the group* are
combined (groups I
,
H t iv, and V) a
strongly significant correlation is found*
Finally, when all of the groups are com-
bined for a single correlation, the result
is very reliable* This last combination
has a strong tendency to outweigh the two
smaller, unreliable correlations, obtained
by the rank-difference method of correlation.
The fact that this A-S correlation is
reliable and significant in four out of the
sight combinations or groups and combinations
of groups makes it the most outstanding of
all tests considered in this study.
The "total aff*etivity" (X-G) corre-
lations (Tnble XX) are consistently negative,
with one exception —group tfc may re-
state Barrett *s opinion thst the "rank-methods"
indie- te the presence of a relationship*
This relationship is evidentally negative
one, for in seven out of the eight cases in
(continued on page 71)
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Table XX
X-0 { "total affactivity* ) Correlation for
All Groups and Combinations of Groups with
Standard ^rror of r or rho and Three stand-
ard Errors to Indicate Variability and
Reliability of the X-0 Test and Public
Speaking Harks.
Group, or r, rho K Or SOr
Croups
I -.60 6 .22 .66
II -.10 * 15 .26 .78
III .07 91 .10 .50
IV -.56 11 .21 .65
V -.02 IS .27 .81
VI -.30 10 .28 .84
I. II. IV,
and V -.58 45 .13 .59
All -.18 146 .08 .24
(none reliable)
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which a correlation was computed (and in two
cases r was used} the relationship was found
to be negative* In one case (when groups
I t II, 17 ©nd V were combined) the r of -.38
is so high that it is nearly reliable.
The one positire instance is so small
& correlation (r .07) that it does not stand
well against the final correlation of all
groups giving r -.IB.
Without further experimentation we can
only say that there appears to be a low , too
low to be reliable (final correlation), neg-
ative correlation between the "total &ffes-
tivity* scores of the X-0 tests and speech
marks.
The hyperkinetic-hypokinetic (H-H)
correlations (Table XXI) show two negative
indications. The other six ars positive,
but not to any degree of reliability. How-
ever, in all combinations of groups (I, II#
IV, and f| and in I thru VI combined) there
is a positive relationship. And in this
final combined correlation thare is en
(continued on page 73)
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Table XXI
H-H {hyperkinetic-hypokinetic} Correlations
for All Groups and Combinations of Groups
with Standard Srror of r, or rho, and Three
Standard Errors to Indicate the Variability
and Reliability of the TT-Tf Test and Public
Speaking Marks*
Group, or y, or K Or 30r
Groups rho
I «©5 6 .41 1.23
II
-.09 16 .25 .75
III .12 90 .10 .30
IT
.10 11 .30 .90
f .22 H .25 .75
VI
-.36 13 .24 .72
I f II,IY,
and 7 .13 47 .14 .42
All .18 150 .07 .21
(none reliable}
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r of .18 that is quite significant.
It appears that there is a lev (again
too low to he reliable) positire correlation
between the H-H tests and public speaking
ability as indicated in speech marks. This
correlation is also ranch the same as the 1-3
correlation*
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SUGtr^TIOffS TOP- TUHTR'IR IMV3STTGATIOI
This study* as is usual for a single
piece ©f investigation, has proved little*
It has, however, indicated further questions
that the writer would like to hare answered.
He say* in fact, attempt to answer them
within the next few years.
Would a greater number of cases, taught
and graded by a greater number of instructors,
give a reliability for these, or other, traits
that would be suffieiently Mgh for predicta-
bility? 25has indicated the following
correlations as possibility of predicting
success or failure in a given field:
"Below ,45 or .50, practically useless for
differential prognosis,
'"rem .50 to .60, of some value.
From .60 to .70, of considerable value.
Prom .70 to .80, of decided value, but rarely
found.
Above .80, not obtained by present methods.*
25. Clark L. Hull, "Aptitude Testing"
pp. xvi, 556.
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There are many attempts to develop
personality thru speech courses today.
We can ask the Question} D© these courses
really develop what they are intended to
develop? The question might he answered
hy giving a bettery of personality tests
to an experimental group and to a control
group, and then subjecting one group jfco a
course in public speaking. Ve would need
to do this for a great aany different types
of public speaking courses* *e might find
that the present regular routine courses
of giving public speeches were of little,
or maybe of great value, in developing
personality.
Since there seems to be a low, or even
26, 27
negative, correlation between person-
ality and intelligence j how much intelligence
does a good public speaker need. This is a
good problem, if one could approach it with
a truly "open mind".
26. Henry T. Tyler, "Bearing of Personality
factors on Academic Success", p. 75.
27. H.C.Link, "A Test of Four Personality
Traits of Adolescents; in the "Journal
of Applied Psychology? Vol., XX, No. 5,
October, 1936, p. 528.
The question of emotion and epending
as raised by the %»0 test also offers an
interesting problem for further investigation*
This problen is particularly difficult as we
hare really reliable means, at tbe present
time, of knowing whether w*» are actually
measuring the thing under consideration*
Most interesting of all is the prob-
lem of the actual personality tests* This
field is stiil in its infancy* in spite of
the many attempts that hare been made and
are beign made to measure thiB thing that
we call personality* More accurate, re-
liable personality tests would be of high
Talue not only in t^e field of public speak-
ing, but in practically all other fields
as well*
SUMMARY AND CORCUJSIOTS
The purpose of this study was to con-
sider whether there were any correlations
between four personality traits that could
he measured fey psychological tests —intro-
version-extroTers 1 on , measured fey the Key-
nan and Kohlstedt "Diagnostic Test for Intro-
version-Extroversion J ascendancy-subiEissiom,
measured fey the Allport and Allport "Scale
for Measuring Ascendance-Submission in Per-
sonality*! emotional and less emotional types
as measured fey the "Total Affactivity Scores"
of the first three tests of Pressey's "X-0
Tests for Investigating the Emotions"? and
hyperkinet ic-hypokineti c traits as measured
fey "A Scale for Determining *<yp«rkinetic-
Hypekinetic Heactions* fey Dow, —fin this ease,
as determined fey the subject** responses to
paper and pencil tests) and public speaking
ability as indicated in class marks? and if
say correlations existed, to report those
correlations*
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The results of the litrestlg.it Ion are as
follows!
1. The correlations (rho) for Croup I between
public speaking ability as indicated in
elaes marks and
Introversion- "'xtroversion
.20
Ascend-, ncy-r.ubaisp i on
-.47
Tffiotioaal-Less Pactional
_.go
Hypericinstic- !;ypokin<»tic Types
.05
2« The correlations (rho) for GroupII between
public speaking ability as indicated in
class narks and
Introv rsi on- Extroversion
.25
Ascendancy-Submission
.20
motional-Lffse Jsotional
-.10
yptrkinetic-Hypokinetic Types
-.09
3# The correlations (r) for Group III between
public speaking ability as indicted in
class Barks and
Introversion-Extroversion .05
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Ascendancy-Submission
.34
I^KOt ion&l-Le88 TiBOtiORsl
.07
Kyperkinetic-'Typo>inetic Types
.12
The correlations [rho) for Group IV be-
tween public epe king ability as indi-
cated is class Bark* and
IntroT©rsi©B»3xtrorersion
.19
Asesndaney-Suhsission
-.18
iimotionsl-Less sectional
-.56
Hyperkinetic-Hypokinetic Types .10
The correlations (rho) for "roup V between
public speaking ability &g indicated in
class marks and
Introvers ion- ;ixtroversion .18
Ascendancy-Gubi&i se ion .58
Emotional-Lass Actional -.02
Hyperkinetic-Hypokinetic Types .22
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6. The correlations frho) for Group 71 hut**en
public speaking ability as indicated in
class marks and
Introversion-Extroversion
.32
Ascend&ncy-Sutea1se ion
.#©5
"motion-il-Less Emotional
•»30
Hyperkinetic-Hypokinetic Types
-.36
7. The correlations (r) for Groups I, II, IV,
and V ooraMnsd, between public speaking
ability as indicated in class marks and
Introversion-Extroversion
.12
Ascendancy-Submission
.3g
Motional-Less Pactional
-.38
Kyperkinetie-^ypokinetie Types
.13
8* The final correlations (r) for ell six groups
combined, between public speaking ability as
indicated in class marks and
Introversion- Extroversion .17-.049
Ascendancy-Submission
.43-«040
Emotional-Less Motional
-.181.053
Hyperkinetic-Hypokinetic Types .18-. 049
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C62ICLUSI0NS
All Conclusions must be considered in
the light of the following factors: (l) the
possible unreliability of class marks as an
indication of public speaking ability; (2)
that we have no perfect personality tests
|
(3) "the great flexibility or modifiability
28
of many personal! ties H j and (4) the small
number of cases.
If we remember the above cautions we
may make the following tentative conclusions:
1. There appears to be a correlation between
certain personality traits that can be
measured by psychological tests and public
speaking ability as indicated in class marks.
2. There appears to be a low, positive (.171.649),
but unreliable correlation between extro-
version and public speaking ability.
28. w.V. Bingham, "Personality and Vocation",
Brit. J. Psych., 16 (1926) p.361. quoted
by Morris S. Viteles in "Industrial Psy-
chology, p. 245.
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3. There appears to he a very good positive
correlation (.43^.040) between the ascen-
dant trait of personality and puhlio
speaking ability.
4. There appears to he a low negative (-.181.053)
hut not reliable correlation between the
degree of emotionality and public speaking
ahility.
5. There appears to he a low, positive (.18-.049)
— too low to be reliable correlation
between the hyperkinetic type of person-
ality and public speaking ability.
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The writer wishes to acknowledge with
sincere thanks the valuable aid offered by
the members of his thesis eoaraittee, including
much "goodly" advice from Professor Welles
on the arrangement and development of the
material? suggestions on attacking the
problem from Professor 3©ranj and information
on statistical procedures from Mr* Purvis.
The writer is extremely grateful for the
excellent cooperation of Professor garrison
of Amherst College, Miss Louise Je#ett of
Mount Kolyoke College, and Mr* Vernon Helming
of Massachusetts ."tats College, and the
students of public speaking from the classes
of these instructors* as well as those from
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The Neymann-Kohlstedt Diagnostic Test
for Introversion-Extroversion
(1928 Revision)
Name Occupation Age
This test is composed of fifty statements, each being followed by the words "Yes" and "No." There
is no implication of right or wrong in any of the statements and you are asked to consider them from
the viewpoint of personal like or dislike. Read the first statement and if you like the idea it expresses,
draw a line under "Yes." If you dislike it, draw a line under "No." Proceed in the same way with the
rest of the statements.
] _
kp Kv vmir^el f a prpa f npa I YES NO 1
2. Think of life in terms of pleasure YES NO 2
3. Always be calm and collected YES NO 3
4. Have a great deal of confidence in others YES NO 4
5. Think or dream of what you will do five years from now YES NO 5
6. Stay at home during a social affair. YES NO 6
7, \S/ork with many people around you YES NO 7
8. Do the same kind of work all the time YES NO 8
Q7. Kni<-iir cr»*~ial crafnPTinC1; lil^t to he With DeODieLillj uy jULJtii gaiiiciiugs juDi iu "'m' i-^^^r
*
YES NO 9
1 0. Think a great deal before deciding anything YES NO 10
1 1
1 1 .
Arrpnf <iiiccrp<itinn<! rather than workin 0, them out for vouiself YES NO 1
1
1 7 Oiii £»fr n frK^r- ma n pvcihnC' amusementS 1 YES NO 12
13. Dislike having people watch you YES NO 13
1 4. l llllf" a t"ITf»Qf*TTlf Ta^lf YES NO 14
1 5. ^3 \r(n rnnnpv rather than SDena it YES NO 15
1 6. Seldom (infrequently) analyze your thoughts or motives YES NO 16
1 7. FnrJnlce in reverie fdav-dream 1 or thousht YES NO 17
1 8. Have neonle watch vou do thin&rs that vou do very well YES NO 18
1 9. I el" vr»iir«elf en wnpr anPTV YES NO 19
20. \^ork better when people praise you YES NO 20
2
1
I IdVC CALllClUCllL YES NO 21
22. Often merlitare and thinlc about VOUTSelf YES NO 22
23. Be a leader at a social affair YES NO 23
24. Sn*>alf in nnhlif^JJJttltV 111 [JUUI1L. ' i YES NO 24
25. Do the things that you dream about (day-dream) YES NO 25
26. Rewrite ^opial letters YES NO 26
27. Get things done very quickly rather than being slow and sure in movement YES NO 27
?ft Think a great deal YES NO 28
7Q R*» i-n f.vnrpQe vmir lr#»#»rif»st fpf^linps fiov sorrow anffer. etc.) YES NO 29
30 Pair lifflo s»H"^nfri #"»ti Yfi #"i#»rmlQ1 ay 111L1C CtllClltlUJll LU uciaiio YES NO 30
3 1j I, nvraanmnlir r amrnl in rnppi'i tiff n<^-(~i t~l 1Dc exceeoingiy careiui 111 meeting jjcu^ic YES NO 31
3 7 A ....n .. > t .» Irani.! *.T.tt. nodn a knl/llll[T lllAlllO /ltinflSPM tTl VflllT OW t~l '/Associate rreeiy wnn people noiaing views u^jpuacu tu j^uui uwa YES NO 32
J J. Puzzles YES NO 33
"XA Act on suggestions quickly rather than stopping to think YES NO 34
3^J J. Read about rather than do a thing YES NO 35
JO. Enjoy the story more than the way it is written YES NO 36
3 7 fCeep a personal diary YES NO 37
3ftJO. Keep quiet when out in company YES NO 38
3Q37. Act on the spur of the moment YES NO 39
40. Dislike thinking about yourself YES NO 40
41. Always plan out work before you begin it YES NO 41
42. Change from one type of work to another frequently YES NO 42
43. Avoid trouble rather than face it YES NO 43
44. Believe that rumors are important YES NO 44
45. Confide in others YES NO 45
<46. Distrust people you have just met until you get better acquainted YES NO 46
47. Study others rather than yourself YES NO 47
48. Spend your vacation at some quiet place rather than at a lively resort YES NO 48
49. Change your opinions easily even when formed YES NO 49
50. Take an active part in all conversations going on around you YES NO 50
No. Right No. Wrong.
Score Rt Minus Wr....
No. 24530I—N.-K. Copyright, 1928, by C. H. Stoelting Co.
Printed In U. S. A.
C. H. Stoeltins Co.. Chicago, 111.. U. S. A.
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— OCOEK
A.QS
Form for Men
A-S REACTION STUDY
IWtions: Most of these situations will represent to you your own
actual experiences Reply to the questions spontaneously and
truthfully by checking the answer which most nearly represents
your usual reaction. If a situation has not been experienced, en-deavor to feel yourself into it and respond on the basis of what you
believe your reaction would be. If the situation seems totally unreal
or impossible to respond to, you may omit it.
1. In witnessing a game of football or baseball in a crowd, have you
intentionally made remarks (witty, encouraging, disparaging, or
otherwise) which were clearly audible to those around you?
frequently
occasionally
never
2. a) At a reception or tea do you seek to meet the important per-
son present?
usually
occasionally,
never
b) Do you feel reluctant to meet him?
yes, usually
sometimes
no
At church, a lecture, or an entertainment, if you arrive after the
program has commenced and find that there are people standing,
but also that there are front seats available which might be se-
cured without "piggishness" or discourtesy, but with consider-
able conspicuoushess, do you take the seats?
habitually
occasionally,
never
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
COPYRIGHT, 1928, BY GORDON W. ALLPORT AND FLOYD H. ALLPORT. PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO REPRODUCE
THIS BOOK OR PARTS THEREOF IN ANY FORM
«. A desman takes manifest trouble to show you . „„,„„•,, ,
yes, as a rule.
sometimes
no
». a, Have you funds [or ,^ fc^^_ested?
yes.
no_
b) Do you feel reluctant to do such soliciting?
yes_
no_
6. 8) A professor or lecturer asks any one in the a,^,Vn
habitually
occasionally,
rarely_
never
b) Do you feel self-conscious when you speak und.r u •
cumstances? y P K e 8«cb cir-
verv
moderately,
not at all
w.y. do:,„„ uTuali;
™™ M an^ °' y-™ in every
"have it out" with the person
let it pass without any feeling
take revenge indirectly
feel disturbed but let Up^
intruder , tte *»-
remonstrate with the intruder______
"look daggers" at the intruder or make
clearly audible comments to your
neighbor
decide not to wait, and go away__
do nothing;
Do you feel self-conscious in the nwao„ *
academic op business world?
P
°
f 8Uperi°M *» ««
markedly
somewhat
not at all
to upbraid him_
to express dissatisfaction mildly
_
to smother your feelings entirely.
rise and offer your seat
remain in your seat feeling ill at ease
remain in your seat without embarrassment
take the initiative in carrying it out
pass it on to another to put into execution
say nothing about it.
IS. When you are served a tough steak, a piece of unripe melon, or
any other inferior dish at a high class restaurant, do you com-
plain about it to the waiter?
occasionally,
seldom
never_
14. Have you crossed the street to avoid meeting some person?
frequently
occasionally,
never
15. Have you haggled over prices with tradesmen or junk men?
frequently_
occasionally,
never
18. In tennis or any similar competition when you are pitted against
some one considerably superior to you in this particular ability
are you as a rule
'
determined to win in spite of his advantage
not especially hopeful, but unwilling to
concede defeat at the start
inclined to admit to yourself defeat at the
outset, hoping only to make a
presentable score
17. You desire to board a boat or train to see a friend off, or to enter
an exhibition or park; the guard forbids you on what seem to be
entirely unnecessary technicalities, do you argue with him and
bluff your way past?
habitually
_
occasionally
never
playmates? (e.g ln playing war would they force you to fight onthe unpopular side?)
usually, yes_
occasionally,
never
19. Suppose you have recently become a salesman and are trying to
sell hfe insurance to a middle-aged financier of great note. He
says, Young man, I don't know how long you have been in thi,game, but you will never succeed unless you acquire more experi-
ence and confidence in yourself." What will be your reaction?
to persist in the attempt to sell insurance.
to agree and seek further advice from him
to become emotionally disturbed in your reply,
— angry, embarrassed, or condescending
simply to take leave.
20
-
You are Wlth a group °f People in the woods, and although not
certain of the path, you probably know as much about it as any-
one present. Do you take responsibility of guiding the group?
take the full responsibility
make suggestions or agree to
share the responsibility
let another take the lead
according to his judgment.
i 1. a) If you feel a person is dictatorial and domineering, do you as a
rule make it a point to avoid him?
yes_
no_
b) If unavoidably thrown with him at a gathering, do you fed
annoyed?
yes.
no_
e) Do you usually
try to treat him the same way he treats you
behave normally, but wish either you
or he had not come —
feel and behave normally
8f . a) When you see some one in a public place or crowd whom you
think you have met or known, do you inquire of him whether
you have met before?
sometimes
rarely .
never_ .
b) Are you embarrassed if you have greeted a stranger whom you
have mistaken for an acquaintance?
very much
somewhat
not at a!l__
88. a) Have you ever been made to feel antagonistic or irritated on
account of the "bossy" way a chairman conducts a meeting?
frequently
occasionally
never
b) Do you take the initiative in opposing such a person?
usually
sometimes
never
24. If a student in class discussion makes a statement that you think
erroneous, do you question it?
usually
occasionally
never
25. If you hold an opinion the reverse of that which the lecturer haa
expressed in class, do you usually volunteer your opinion
in class
.
after class___
not at all
26. When an accident occurs where many people are present besides
yourself do you usually
take an active part in assisting
take the part of a spectator
leave the scene at once_
27. When a book-agent or insurance salesman comes to your home
or to your room, do you as a rule find it difficult to refuse to listen
to him, or to get rid of him as soon as the purpose of his visit
becomes clear?
quite difficult
,
moderately difficult
not at all difficult
28. When the clerk in a store where you have been waiting for some
time for service overlooks you and waits on a customer who has
come into the store after you, do you as a rule
call his attention to the fact
wait silently, though perhaps
with an injured air
go out to another store
29. Have you ever felt that a professor talks too much in class and
should give you more chance to express your views and conclude
points?
frequently
occasionally
never
30. a) Have you largely on your own initiative in the past five year*
organized clubs, teams, or other such groups?
more than three
one to three
none
b) Have you within the past five years been recognized as leader
(president, captain, chairman) of groups?
more than six
one to six
none
31. In conversing with a person older than yourself whom you re-
spect, on an issue about which you disagree, do you characteristi-
cally
maintain your views in argument
conciliate your opponent by seeming
to agree with him, and yet try
indirectly to carry your point
agree with him, at least verbally,
and let it go at that
82. You are dining with a young lady whom you are trying to im-
press. The waiter presents a bill which is slightly larger than
you expected it to be. Do you verify the bill before paying it?
openly
surreptitiously
not at all
38. A friend with whom you are not particularly intimate has a
racquet, skates, skis, or some similar article which you would like
very much to borrow for an afternoon. Do you feel a hesitation
in asking for it?
usually
sometimes,
rarely
Najob Scom
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A-S REACTION STUDY
DrancntONs: Most of tfiese situations will represent to you your own
actual experiences. Reply to the questions spontaneously and
truthfully by checking the answer which most nearly represent! your
u*ual reaction. If the situation has not been experienced, endeavor
to feel yourself into it and respond on the basis of what you believe
your reaction would be. If a situation seems totally unreal or im-
possible to respond to, you may omit it.
1. At a hairdressers are you persuaded to try new shampoos and
new styles of hairdressing?
frequently—
occasionally .
never
8. a) At a reception or tea do you seek to meet the important person
present?
usually —
occasionally
never .
b) Do you feel reluctant to meet him?
yes, usually
sometimes .
no_
9. At church, a lecture, or an entertainment, if you
arrive after the
program has commenced and find that there are people standing
but also that there are front seats available which might
be se-
cured without "piggishness" but with considerable conspicuou*-
ness, do you take the seats?
habitually
occasionally.
never.
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4. a) A satemao take, manifest trouble to Aow you . „uutitv „1
-No.?
no1
-** «*" °»
-
"
«
yes_
b) Do you take articles you have bought back to rtores?
frequently
occasionally
never
c) Do you mind taking them back?
no_
somewhat_
very much_
yes_
no
b) Do you feel reluctant to do such soliciting?
yes.
no_
wia, appo.,, t0 be , goo(J idea do yo^™2„Y°" h"«
usually
_____
occasionally
_
rarely
never
b) Do you feel self-conscious when you sneak nnA„ >.
cumstances? p K u der such eir-
very
moderateIy__
not at alL
7
-
You tave heard indirectly th«f
*H rumors about you w£ch h 7^ haS been
oo^eouenee, are n^^^S?
'"S
to *>e
-ious in
plimentary. The acauaTrT
UnjUstlfied and distinctly uncom-
in every
"We it out "with the person
let it pass without any feeling
feel disturbed but let it pass_
usually_
occasionally.
never_
9.
remonstrate with the intruder
call the attention of the man at the
ticket window
"look daggers" at the intruder or
make clearly audible comments
to your neighbor
decide not to wait, and go away
do nothing
10. Do you feel self-conscious in the present nf • .
academic or business world?
8Upe"°rs in
markedly
_
somewhat,
not at all
11.
to upbraid him_
to express dissatisfaction mildly_
to smother your feelmgs entirely.
invariably
occasionally,
never
r;„;; s
n
t d
lo
t
ris °r
*»n ^ styk ot dress merdy
would be c„mmt ted „r
ra though you kuewthat thepractie;
frequently
occasionally,
never
14. Have you crossed the street to avoid meeting some per»on?
frequently
occasionally
never
M. Hav. you haggled over^^ ^ ^
frequently
_
occasionally
never,
16. a) Have you appeared as lecturer or entertainer hW™ >umgs of over ten people? before gather-
frequently,
occasionally,
never
b) Have you experienced
"stage fright'?
occasionally___
once or twice,
never
17. If you made purchases at Woolworth's or at th* K •er», would you mind your friendsZZg W ^
sometimes
usually.
occasionally
seldom
l9
'
8) If y°u are sitting between t*,
f«. and a woman of about fiftvT^ "**
°D
* Cro^ street
»W of yOU ; and if ne^f yofIhC tte and standnse to offer her your ^ ^ ^ me» gets up, wili
certainly,
perhaps.
20. Have you been president
*">up conned
P
„,;ZIZZS™' 'e0der " »»
more than six tiines__
less than six times but
more than once,
only once_
never
younger than yourself.
older than yourself ~
~
about the same age.
b)Doy0ufeeImoreat
niie, in the company of thosehunger than yourself.
older than yourself________
*bout the same age
~~
82. a) If you feel a person is dictatorial and domineering, do you aa a
rule make it a point to avoid him?
yes
no
b) If unavoidably thrown with him at a gathering, do you feel
much annoyed?
yes
no
c) Do you usually
try to treat him the same way he treats you
behave normally, but wish either you or he had not come_
feel and behave normally
£8. a) When you see some one in a public place or crowd whom you
think you have met or have known, do you inquire of him
whetner you have met before?
sometimes
rarely
never
b) Are you embarrassed if you have greeted a stranger whom you
have mistaken for an acquaintance?
very much
somewhat
not at all
24. a) Have you ever been made to feel antagonistic or irritated on
account of the "bossy" way a chairman conducts a meeting?
frequently
occasionally
never
b) Do you take the initiative in opposing such a person?
usually
sometimes
never
25. a) If you have broken or lost a tennis racquet, or some such arti-
cle, belonging to another person, would you tell him right
away ?
yes_
perhaps.
b) Would you feel a desire to delay telling him?
yes_
no_
26. If a student in class discussion makes a statement that you think
erroneous, do you question it?
usually
occasionally,
never.
27. If you hold an opinion the reverse of that which the lecturer has
expressed in class, do you usually volunteer your opinion
in class
after class,
not at all
28. If you have been in accidents or fires at school or elsewhere,
where there were several persons present, have you as a rule
taken an active part in assisting
taken the part of a spectator
left the scene at once
29. a) Have you had a "crush" in college?
no_
one_
a number.
b) Do you dislike "crushes"?
yes_
80. Have you ever attempted so many activities at college that yon
were forced to give something up?
yes -
no —
_
SI. If you have prepared your lesson, and the professor calls on giris
all around you but does not give you a chance to recite, do you
feel irritated?
frequently .
occasionally
never —
82. Have you ever felt that a professor talks too much in class and
should give you more chance to express your views and conclude
points?
frequently
occasionally
never
'
88. If the majority of your friends are having new costumes for a
dance, are you disturbed by having to wear an old frock; one
that you know will be recognized?
very much
somewhat
not at all
34. Do you find it difficult to ask a gentleman to accompany you to
college dances?
very
somewhat
not at all
85. In a mixed social group where many people are strangers to each
other, do you constitute yourself a hostess and begin introduc-
tions and conversation?
usually
sometimes .
never
PRESSEY X-O TESTS
DIRECTIONS: On each page of this folder there is a testWork these tests in order, finishing each test before youToon to the next. Do not hurry; but work as rapidly as you can-your score will depend partly upon the quickness with whichyou work. Begin with Test I below.
TEST I t d
Read over the twenty-five lists of words on the page below
and cross out every word whose meaning is unpleasant toyou-every Avord which you do not like. You may cross out
as many or as few words as you wish; but be sure to cross out
everything that is unpleasant.
1. disgust fear sex suspicion aunt.
2. roar divorce dislike sidewalk wiggle.
3. naked snicker wonder spit fight.
4. failure home rotting snake hug.
5. prize gutter thunder breast insult.
6. worm tremble street-walker rival city.
7. cruel shirt favorite laughter crawl.
8. undress slight journey dirty insanity.
9. nervous gift sewer dizzy pervert.
10. white drunk choke flirt unfair.
11. stink influence skin worry house.
i
12. execute stockings loss kind filthy.
13. suck meanness eat ugly black.
14. loneliness road sneeze fever" illegitimate.
15. river vomit electricity immoral whisper.
16. smell blood skirt cheat horse.
17. slash tough giggle bargain flesh.
18. pregnant voices quiet leg kill.
19. sin smile swamp spider tickle.
20. distance slippery cannibal assault persecute.
21. butcher poison abortion contempt visit.
22. detective engagement queer door pus.
23. pox homely fried sticky falling.
24. disgrace fence bladder dream baby.
25. boat yellow crazy indecent shame.
FURTHER DIRECTIONS: Read through the lists again.
Do not change any of the marks you have already made. In
addition to these, draw a line around the ONE word in each
list that is most unpleasant to you. If you are not sure, guess.
If there is no unpleasant word in a list, find the least pleasant.
Work rapidly; but be sure that you have a line around one,
AND ONLY ONE, word in EVERY list.
When you have finished this test, turn over the page to
Test II.
TEST II t d
DIRECTIONS: In thisW «.
is: Iet?rs ' each ^Jt^z^ti^^^ words *»letters. Go through these lists 1 1 1 Ve WOlds in s™allthe words that are connected in 1 * °Ut ' in each "st, alllarge letters at the begCS o tZT'^T1 WUh the«Many or as few words as you wish n *l°U Cr°SS <*utevery word, in each list that is ™ .Ut be Sllre to cross outway, in your mind, with the worfi "f ^ °r associ^ed in anyring of that list. 6 WOld 111 lai^8 letters at the be-Tn
1- BLOSSOM
2. LAMP
3. BATH
4. KING
5. SLEEP
6- RIVER
7. HAND
flame flower paralyzed red sew
poor headache match dogs ij^t
naked choke tree alone danger
'
father baseball queen rights razorgrade ache fright tongue worrydark fear hypnotize dead necktie
slimy followed strong sky kill,
high fall wheat queer judge
carriage cloud brave disgust sweetwood truth crime longing sicknels
floating heart beautiful manhood bicyclescream baby head sale immoral
7
gir contempt cider undress escape
chill, cook female drunk clammy
floor buried whip hang worms.
Jiealth figure wrong soft climb
terror enemy unfair ice plot
crawl jealousy snow wife horrors
family key suspect old hopebroom tired never disappointment dieover home trick laugh cloth •
funeral poison work stump shoot,
children memory saw sin worry
"gony country bed drug bare
five water self welcome hopeless.
FURTHER DlRECTTOV« ,
not change any of the marktV^V^' "8* the lists a^in. Do
that is most closely connect^) J« OJVE Word *** each list
a" Tit STSSL^^~^t£^1^^^
-puny,. ol/brre^etiS co™'™- wSONE, word in EVERT list ar°Und ONE > AND ONLY
When you have finish^,! * ,
opposite page.
m,S ed th,s *** §:« on to Testm on the
9. BOY
10. RELIGION
11. BREAM
12. BOCTOR
13. FOOT
14. SPIDER
15. CHEESE
16. GIRL
17. JUSTICE
18. WHISKEY
19. BITTER
20. WISH
21. ANGER
22. HUNGER
23. SICKNESS
24. LIVING
25. DEATH
TEST III , d
ana7^?„™
N
v™f25? *e hetow
son is to be btam5Z" ££/Z " Wr°"«-'^ P-
^^ but be 8nre i zz:»vz™:z:\:tw woiaa as
wrong. wveiytnmg that you think is
1- begging swearing smoking flirting spitting.
2. fear hate anger jealousy suspicion.
S
4 Z^V"™™™ in—e ^kness.
•
careIess fussy reckless silly childish
5- poor extravagant sporty shrewd bad-mannered
6. clumsy slang blues dancing snob
7. thief prostitute grafter thug gamblerjar lynching revolution king socialism,
dirty idle conceited tough smutty
worry thoughtless day-dreaming tired slowdivorce bankruptcy gang overwork politics
'
dishonest illegitimate failure drunkard coward
13. sad bashful stupid easy queer.
lazy mean disgrace immodest fighting
prize-fight drugs indecent loafing cheating
debt theatre shabby proud chewing
cheap smelly stingy meddling pick-up
betting squealer street-walker cruel graft
mistress scab dope-fiend swindler bully
strike lock-out union trust detective
21. broker lawyer millionaire judge priest.
church-going fasting cards quitter over-eating
stubborn speculating gossip pity greedy
boasting nagging persecute money overdressed
teasing sneering tricky brutal insane.
that
i:?
tblnk is woret I( t?:°z:
h
z:: 71™nothi
"^ to the list whieh you think „ WroTZJ nlaround the thing: which you consider least Zd w ,idly; but be sure you have a line around one AND ONLY n^"word in EVERY list. ONE,
Test™?"
y°" hi,V<! f'",Sne<I test
'
to", over tbe page to
9
10.
11.
12.
14
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
22.
23.
24.
25.
TEST IV t d
DIRECTIONS: Read through the twenty-five lists belowand cross out everything about which you have ever wSrtedl orfelt nervous, or which you have ever dreaded. Z j Zmany or as few words as you like. But be sure you cross o^teverytlnng about which you have ever worried
1.
2.
10.
11.
12.
injustice noise self-consciousness discouragement germs
clothes conscience heart-failure poison sleep
3. sickness enemies money blushing failure.
4. falling queerness religion dizziness boss
5. sin operation conspiracy lightning marriage
6. neighbors accidents impulses suicide disfigurement
/. women forgiveness cancer insult tiredness
b. fainting influences nightmares emotions God
J. tunnels ugliness blues pain sneer.
ruin deafness unfairness work stammering
persecution drugs parties depression headache
day-dreaming loneliness arteries visions dogs'
16. iood suspicions temper manners guilt
14. business bashfulness soul weakness machines
15. childhood syphilis rivals windstorms men
16. voices exhaustion sez helplessness disease,
longings forgetfulness smoking teasing darkness
paralysis employer hysterics moodiness worrygun immodesty crying stomach fault-findin-
children medicine hypnotism crowds dances.'
21. whisperings fire inferior unbelief tuberculosis
giggling grave nervousness spirits twitching
'
suffocating slight habits jokes nervous-breakdown
cats engagement confusion epilepsy teacher,death insanity inventions wreck awkwardness
18.
19.
20.
23.
24.
25.
FURTHER DIRECTION'S • r„ +i.
not change any of t^ ™ks"vo^ 1,. °"^ t,,C ***** a^ain ' D°
tion to these, Law a Z^/oZaT,St^ In addi "about which you have worried the most Jf l?^ ™ ™Ch Hstwhich there is nothing about wW* I , there are lists in
line around the thing you ^Id ^ J ^ , f'T W°rried ' draw »
If you are not sure, g\iss Worf, ramdS *° W°1Ty about 'a line around one, ANDO^SoH^^^S^TW
As soonasyouhavefinishedthelast test write yourname on the line below:
NAME
Then W, „p your ^— ^
^
time total aff. id
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H - H Reaction Study
Name_ Score
Part I
In the following questions two answers are given, "Yes" and "Wo." Draw a
circle around one answer, and only one, for each question.
1. Do you walk the floor when you are working out
a difficult pro Diem? Yes No
2. Do your friends consider you an active person? Yes No
3. Do you "twiddle your thumbs," turn a pencil over
and over, or play with a coin etc., when thinking
intently about some matter or problem? Yes No
U. Do you habitually work at, or near, your highest
level of energy? Yes No
5. Do you participate in any of the following fairly
regularly: soccer, tennis, hockey, 100 or 50 yard
dashes? Yes No
6. Do you "throw yourself into" most things that you
do, and do them with enthusiasm? Yes No
7. Do you like to do very active things such as rapid
mountain climbing, running, very fast walking, etc.,
.just for the fun of expending energy ? Yes No
8. Do your friends sometimes consider you a very active
person? Yes No
9- In general, do you like to do things with "vim,
vigor and vitality" ? Yes No
10. In general, do you put "vim, vigor and vitality"
into your activities. Yes No
11. Have your friends ever told you that you talk too
rapidly? . Yes No
13* Have your friends ever told you that you talk too
slowly? Yes No
lU. Do you have a general dislike for most forms of
physical activity? Yes No
H - H -2-
Part II
In the following questions put a check mark in the one blank that indicates
your preference or behavior. Check only one
.
1. Would you rather go for a short brisk walk , or would you rather take
a slow stroll ?
2. If you go swimming, do you prefer to swim very rapidly for a short time
or do you prefer to swim leisurely for a longer period of time ?
3. Which of these is your general level of activity?
rapid medium
s ^
slow
h, Do you often sit still for long periods of time , or do you find that
you frequently have to get up and move about ?
5« How does your average walk compare with others?
more rapid about the same
m
slower
6. Do you "yell yourself hoarse" at games you attend, such as: football,
baseball, or any favorite sport or recreation?
usually
,
frequently
,
occasionally , never .
7. How does your average conversation compare with others?
more rapid
,
about the same
.
slower
8. When you have a task that you dislike , do you give all of your energies
to it?
almost alv;ays usually rarely almost never
9. Which of the following three statements gives the most accurate description
of you, as a person ?
1. Calm, cool, collected, seldom enthusiastic
2. Moderately calm, with moderate enthusiasms
3. Very enthusiastic, much vitality
10. Which one of the above would you like to have as the most accurate
description of you? Number
.
11. When you have a task that you like
, do you give all of your energies
to it?
almost always
,
usually rarely almost never
.
SCORES
Part I
Part II
TOTAL
APP3KDIX B
Manuals of the four tests used in this study.
MANUAL
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THE MEYMANN — KOHLSTEDT DIAGNOSTIC TEST
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INTROVERSION.
-EXTROVERSION
C A. Neymann, A. B. , M. D.
Associate Prof, of Psychiatry
Northwestern University Medical School
K. D. Kbhlstedt, Ph. B, M. A.
Clinical Psychologist
Northwestern University Medical School
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USE OF THE TEST
The personnel manager who has a clear understanding of personality and its
relation to various types of vocational success will find this test of value, whenincorporated into his regular test battery, in picking men who are tempermentally
suited to the position to be filled.
The psychiatrist will find this test accurate in differentiating betweenborderline cases of schizophrenia and manic-depressive insanity. It is being
successfully used for this purpose at the Cook County Psychopathic Hospital.
The research worker who is interested in measurement of personality traits
will find this a valid and reliable instrument for the measurement of introversion*
extroversion.
DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE TEST
We advise that the test, in all instances, be given by a trained psychologist
or psychiatrist. It is sufficiently foolproof, however, that fairly reliable
results may be obtained, when normal individuals are being examined, even when
administered by an untrained examiner.
When used as a group test the following procedure is to be advised* Pass out
the test blanks. The examiner will then read the instructions at the top of the
test sheet and amplify them with the following instructions. "Pay no attention to
what you think your feeling toward a statement ought to be. You are to indicate
whether you like or dislike the idea expressed not whether you feel you ought to
like or dislike it. Put down your immediate reaction to the statement, don't
think it over deeply. Snap judgment is preferred. There is no time limit but you
are to finish as quickly as you can."
After the group test has been completed, score the papers and call back for
individual examination all subjects whose scores range between minus ten and plus
ten. Scores between these points are considered as indicative of neither distinct
introversion or extroversion. Individual examination is more accurate and surprise-
ingly different results are often secured through re-examination of border line
cases.
When used for individual examination by a trained examiner, the test is ex-
ceedingly accurate. We find that better results are secured and that the test
proceeds with greater rapidity if the examiner reads the questions to the subject
and marks the subject's choices himself. The instructions will be the same as
indicated above. In gauging the subject's responses the trained examiner can
immediately tell whether the subject's response is due to an ethical or actual like
or dislike. For example (Question 19. Let yourself go when angry) the patient may
say that he has been taught to consider this wrong or that he thinks this is wrong
but that he feels like letting himself go, etc. This type of response is, of course
to be marked in accordance with the patient's like
, not with what he thinks is
right. This type of response is quite typical of the introvert, tfe is prone to
cogitate, ask for further explanation of the question, to hesitate in making a
response, and to qualify his response when he does make his choice of answer.
SCORING THE TEST
A perusal of the test and its instructions shows fifty statements. The sub-
ject is asked to express his personal like or dislike for each. On the test, page 3
& 4 answers to these statements are underlined as a typically pure extrovert should
answer them. The answers are alternated and scattered without definite sequence,
the extrovertive answers being considered correct for purposes of the test.
thm ^11* 9n mrk*d by the sub j ec*. or the examiner after readin*
Insert?IT ° J* fU5 j6Ct ' the nUmber 0f correct ans"ers <*•- those qtesUons
ZITZU ft/ove^1Vely ) are counted and nunber of incorrect answers are
etlZTji n « h!m * " th6 3Ubj6ct e^«^es neither like nor dislike for as atement or underlines both answers, this statement is not counted.
intro^+
in
J
r0Vert/h0Uld haVe a minUS score ' the n**imum score possible for an •trovert being of course minus fifty. The extrovert should have, as underlined
?ive
U
ouL
C
t°r
With PlUS fifty SS the 6Xtr0Vert * S For exampl i? JhSty:
Hi n f T6 answered correctly (j. e . extrovert ively) and th^ee questions
™«rL SC°re W° Uld be thirty-five minus twelve (or the number
?L»fwL
°rreCt
,
ly
° r P1US twenty-three. On the other hand suppose forty ques
^ mLus thXt
S
;:
r lnC0rr6Ctly and ten ™re a<^ed correctly. The score wo'uld
The Neymann-Kohlstedt Diagnostic Test for Introversion-Extroversion.
(1928 Revision)
Name Occupation Age
f,m
e
.f
%L composed of fifty statements, each being followed by the words »¥es"and No
.
There is no implication of right or wrong in any of the statements and
11VI! a^ed to consider them from the viexvpoint of personal like or dislike .
5v
„the first statement and if you like the idea it expresses""**^™ a line under
+ l
"
* V? U dlsllke ** draw a line ^der "No". Proceed in the same my withthe rest of the statements.
1. Be by yourself a great deal Yes No 1
2. Think of life in terms of pleasure Yes No 2
3. Always be calm and collected Jes No 3
4. Have a great deal of confidence in others Yes No" 4
5. Think or dream of what you will do five years from now Yes No 5
6. Stay at home during a social affair Yes No 6
7. Work with many people around you Yes No 7
8. Do the same kind of work all the time Yes No 8
9. Enjoy social gatherings just to be with people Yes No 9
10. Think a great deal before deciding anything Yes* No 10
11. Accept suggestions rather than working them out for yourself Yes No 11
12. Quiet rather than exciting amusements Yes No 12
13. Dislike having people watch you Yes No 13
14. Quit a tiresome task Yes 14
15. Save money rather than spend it Yes No 15
16. Seldom (infrequently) analyze your thoughts or motives Yes No* 16
17. Indulge in reverie (day-dream) or thought Yes No 17
18. Have people watch you do things that you do very well Yes No 18
19. Let yourself go when angry Yes No 19
20. Work better when people praise you Yes No 20
21. Have excitement Yes No 21
22. Often meditate and think about yourself Yes" No 22
23. Be a leader at a social affair yes No" 23
24. Speak in public Yes No 24
25. Do the things that you dream about (day-dream) Yes No 25
26. Rewrite social letters Yes Ho 26
27. Get things done very quickly rather than being slow and sure
in movement Yes No 27
28. Think a great deal Yes No 28
29. Be able to express your keenest feelings (joy, sorrow, anger, etc.) Yes No 29
4.
30. Pay little attention to details ¥^1° o?
31. Be exceedingly careful in meeting people *es ^2. 31
32. Associate freely with people holding views opposed to your own Yes No 32
33. Puzzles u 3
es & H
34. Act on suggestions quickly rather than stopping to think Yes, wo 4%
35. Read about rather than do a thing Yes |Jo_ 3b
36. Enjoy the story more than the way it is written Yes »° ^
37. Keep a personal diary *es M f!
38. Keep quiet when out in company * es 28. *
39. Act on the spur of the moment
jjo
J»
40. Dislike thinking about yourself v !£ Ii
41. Always plan out work before you begin it *
es 22.
42. Change from one type of work to another frequently 22S.
no %a
43. Avoid trouble rather than face it *
es 28.
44. Believe that rumors are important *
es
fS. J*
45. Confide in others . . Jgf. ™ Vi
46. Distrust people you hare just met until you get better acquainted Yes Jg, «
47. Study others rather than yourself ^88.
N0
48. Spend your vacation at some quiet place rather than at a
lively resort Yes 12. ^°
49. Change your opinions easily even when formed
50. Take an active part in all conversations going on around you
Yes No 49
Yes No 50
No. Right
Score Rt.
No. Wrong,
Minus Wr.
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2THE A-S REACTION STUDY 1
Purpose
This behavior-study aims to discover the disposition of an individual
to dominate his fellows (or to be dominated by them) in various
face-to-face relationships of everyday life. A fairly large number
of situations are verbally presented, in each of which the subject
is required to select one of a group of standardized responses which
most nearly characterizes his usual behavior in that situation. Not
all of the responses chosen will reveal an invariable ascendance or
submission, for most people show both types of behavior at different
times and under different conditions. The study, however, has
enough situations to detect which of these two types of reaction, if
either, is the more characteristic; and the total score gives an ex-
pression of the dominance of the one or the other.
Instructions for Giving
1. There are two forms of the A-S Reaction Study, one for men and
one for women. They have been separately standardized, and can
not be used interchangeably.
2. The Reaction Study is self-administering. It may be taken in a
group or individually, though it should be borne in mind that the
norms have been computed from results obtained in the group situ-
ation. For this reason it is desirable to give the study, whenever
feasible, to individuals in a group.
3. There is no time limit. Half an hour is usually sufficient time
to allow; very few subjects require longer. The directions at the top
1 For a more complete discussion of the construction of this study, the method of deriving
score-values, and the theory upon which the scale is based, see "A Test for Ascendance-
Submission," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1928, XXIII, 2.
COPYRIGHT, 1928, BY GORDON W. ALLPORT AND FLOYD H. ALLPORT. PRINTED IN THE U.S.A..
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO REPRODUCE
THIS BOOK OR PARTS THEREOF IN ANY FORM
3of the blank forms should be read aloud, calling attention to the
last provision, viz., "if a situation seems totally unreal or impossible
to respond to, you may omit it."
4. Attention should also be called to the fact that sincere and
thorough cooperation is required. Unless the subject really desires to
profit by the study as a means of acquiring a better knowledge of
himself, accurate results cannot be expected. The person conduct-
ing the study should emphasize the fact that its purpose is not to
test the subject's intelligence, good breeding, or social assets, but
merely to find out what he actually does in certain familiar situations.
It is not a test of knowledge, but a study of reactions. If the study is
used in connection with a college course or industrial survey it should
be pointed out that the results can in no way be used to detract from
the standing of the subject. Experience with the reaction-study has
shown that it has generally aroused the interest of subjects, especially
if they are to be informed of their scores.
5. The error due to the subjective nature of the study can be
greatly reduced if the subjects are instructed to check the items not
on the basis of a general feeling of what they "would do" if faced
with these situations, but after a careful recollection of what they
actually have done under similar circumstances in the past.
6. It is both unnecessary and unwise to give any suggestion
beforehand as to what the study is supposed to measure. The fact
that it aims to measure ascendance-submission should not be mentioned
until after the subjects have finished.
7. The experience of the authors indicates that after the study
has been finished, one mistaken notion usually needs to be dis-
pelled, namely, that ascendance is intrinsically more desirable than
submission. Current opinion, to be sure, seems to place a premium
upon the convincing and aggressive person, upon the one who can
persuade and control others. But if one surveys one's acquaintances
it appears that the submissive person is often not only socially pleas-
ing, but in the long run as successful in his adjustments as the
ascendant person. Other traits, such as expansiveness, insight,
sociability, unselfishness, and, above all, intelligence in social rela-
tionships, may be present in a fundamentally submissive personality,
and-ay combine to prodoce a hfeh degree of effectiveness in dahy
Instruction fob Scoring
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5Situation
1
2a
2b
5a
5b
6a
6b
FORM FOR MEN
Response-Choices
frequently Score
occasionally
never ®
-4
usually
occasionally
never
~
-1
yes, usually
sometimes.
.
—1
-Ino
+2
habitually
.
occasionally
never.
.
.
^
-J
yes, as a rule
sometimes
no
+1
yes
no +1
yes
no
habitually
occasionally
rarely
never.
.
.
~*
-2
very
moderately
not at all. .
+4
"have it out" with the person +2
Jet it pass without feeling
take revenge indirectly
feel disturbed but let it pass.
-]
6Scoring Values: Form for Men
Situation Response-Choices Score
8 remonstrate with intruder +2
"look daggers" or make comments —2
decide not to wait, and go away —3
do nothing —2
9 markedly —4
somewhat
not at all +2
10 to upbraid him +4
to express dissatisfaction mildly —1
to smother feelings entirely
11 rise and offer your seat — 1
remain in seat feeling ill at ease —2
remain in seat without embarrassment +1
12 take the initiative
-f2
pass it on to another —2
say nothing about it — 1
13 occasionally
-(-1
seldom
_1
never
—1
14 frequently
_2
occasionally
_2
never
^.2
15 frequently j_2
occasionally
never _ \
16 determined to win in spite
-f-1
not especially hopeful
_1
inclined to admit defeat — 1
17 habitually
occasionally
I7
Scobinq Values : Form for Men
Situation Response-Choices Score
18 usually, yes —3
occasionally — 1
never +1
19 persist in attempt to sell +2
agree and seek further advice —1
become emotionally disturbed
simply take leave
20 take full responsibility +2
make suggestions or agree to share —1
let another take the lead —6
21a yes -1
no.
21b yes -1
tto +1
21c try to treat him the same way +1
behave normally, but wish — 1
feel and behave normally +2
22a. . sometimes +1
rarely
never —1
22b very much —1
somewhat — 1
not at all +3
23a frequently +1
occasionally
never —1
23b usually +7
sometimes +1
never —2
Scobing Values: Form for Men
SitWdion
Response-Choice.
24
usually
occasionally
never
25
28
27
28
30a
30b
31
32
in class
after class
not at all
take an active part in assisting.
.
take the part of a spectator
leave the scene at once
quite difficult
moderately difficult
not at all difficult
call his attention to the fact
wait silently, perhaps injured air.
go out to another store
frequently
occasionally
never
more than three
one to three
none
more than six
one to six
none
maintain views in argument
conciliate opponent
agree, at least verbally
openly
surreptitiously
not at all
33
usually.
. .
sometimes
9Situation
1
2a
2b
4b
4c
5a
5b
6a
6b
FORM FOR WOMEN
Response-Choicex „
frequently
S™re
occasionally
never. :
usually
occasionally
never...
"
-2
yes, usually
sometimes
.
.
no
+3
habitually
occasionally
never.
.
^
-1
yes
no
+1
frequently
occasionally
never.
...
"
no
j-g
somewhat
very much
-1
yes
no + 1
-1
yes
-"
no
+1
usually
occasionally
rarely
...
never.
. .
.
-4
very
_ 2
moderately
not at all
. . .
+2
"have it out " with person
+2
let it pass without feeling Q
feel disturbed but let it pass
_ i
10
11
„ Response-Choices
usually Score
occasionally ~^
never
.
^
9 + 1
remonstrate with intruder
.
call attention of man [
+4
"look daggers " or comment
~
5
decide not to wait
1
do nothing —1
+2
markedly
somewhat -1
not at all... -1
+4
upbraid him
express dissatisfaction mildly
+S
smother feelings entirely '_['"
[ _
°
12 . ^
invariably
occasionally +4
never ~
1
13 . "" -3
frequently
occasionally +3
never
....
—
1
14
.
-1
frequently
occasionally. ~3
never.
...
+1
frequently
occasionally
....
+4
never +1
16a . ~1
frequently
occasionally +4
never.
.
10b
occasionally.
.
once or twice. —1
never.
. .
+1
Scobing Values! Form fnr w
Situation
v jo Women
19a ResPonse-Ckoices
certainly Score
Perhaps +1
no
19b ~t
yes
no
20 +1
more than six times
.
^
than sk, more than once
+9
only once +1
never — 1
21a -4
younger than self.
.
.
.
older than self ~ 3
about same age. . + 1
21b
younger than self
older than self. ~4
about same age + 1
22a °
yes
no
22b +1
yes
no +1
22c
try to treat him same way
behave normally, but wish
+2
teel and behave normally
~ 1
23a +1
sometimes
rarely +1
never.
.
—1
12
Scoring Values: Form for Women
Situation Response-CJwices
Score
25b yes
no
26 usually +
1
occasionally ~~ ^
a
never
27 in class
after class + 1
not at all
—*
28 taken active part
taken part of spectator —2
left scene at once ~~3
29a no +1
—2
one
a number
29b yes +1
no
~%
30 yes +6
no
—
^
31 frequently ®
occasionally +1
never
— 1
32 frequently + 1
occasionally +1
never
—
*
33 very much +1
somewhat
not at all +2
34 very ~2
somewhat ~~2
not at all +2
35 usually +3
sometimes
never
—2
13
Norms
Final scores should be referred to the following table of norms, which are
based on 1860 cases for the Form for Men and 1275 cases for the Form for
Women. These norms are derived from the three upper college classes in
widely distributed institutions, thus fairly representing an unselected
sample of college students, freshmen excepted. Other age and occupational
groups may require somewhat different standards for comparison.
Decile
10
Degree of
Ascendance-
Submission
A 4
A 3
A 2
A 1
Average
Average
S 1
S 2
S 3
S 4
Form for Men
+81 (+64*) to +23
+22 to +15
+14 to +10
+ 9 to+ 5
+ 4 to
- 1 to- 4
- 5 to- 9
-10 to -16
-17 to -24
-25 to (-55*) -79
Form for Women
+ 112 (+87*) to +41
+40 to +33
+32 to +25
+24 to +19
+18 to 4-14
+13 to+ 9
+ 8 to+ 4
+ 3 to-
-12to(-57*)
to -11
-91
Central Tendencies
Form for Men Form for Women
Mean -0.31 +14.32
Median +0.30 +14.21
* Figures marked with asterisk indicate the extreme values actually obtained with the A-S
Reaction Study.
Reliability and Validity
For a discussion of the reliability and validity of the study the reader is
referred to the article cited at the beginning of this pamphlet. It is suffi-
cient here to record the approximate reliability for the Form for Men as
.74, for the Form for Women, .78. Concerning validity, there is greater
question, owing to the lack of a suitable criterion for validation. Using
ratings, a criterion notably subject to error, various correlations have
yielded coefficients ranging from +.29 to +.79. The ultimate validity of
the study will in all probability be established only in terms of its practical
success in vocational guidance, clinical and personnel work, and other forms
of personality study (cf . also M. E. Broom, J. Allied Psychology, 1930, 14,
405-13).
Suggested Uses
Cautions. It is strongly urged that the scores obtained from the use
of
the A-S Reaction Study be regarded as suggestive rather than conclusive.
Those who wish to make practical use of these scores should bear in mind
(a) the need of validation by other criteria of ascendance-submission, and
(b) personality factors other than ascendance-submission which are
present
14
in most social relationships. An example of the point last mentioned is to
be found in leadership; for individuals often qualify as leaders through intel-
ligence, experience, literary capacity, or other characteristics which may be
quite independent of ascendance-submission. It is the hope of the authors
that the present study may be used primarily as a basis of future research
in the measurement of personality, rather than as a hard and fast criterion
for social guidance.
With these precautions in mind, a few suggestions may be made for those
who are interested in some practical or theoretical application of the study.
Self-knowledge. An individual who desires a better understanding of
himself and an evaluation of his traits may profit by the use of the A-S
Reaction Study, since it affords him an objective basis of comparison with
other persons of his own class. This gain in insight will be greater when
the score is supplemented by interviews with instructors, personnel officers,
or associates with whom one can discuss personal questions in an objective
manner.
One concrete example of the application of the study in this field of work
may be cited. After isolating in a group of 500 students the twenty-five
most extreme cases of ascendance and submission, Sister Mary Aquinas
McLaughlin discovered that with intensive personal work for a period of
approximately six months, striking changes in these traits could be pro-
duced. Success was more marked for submissive than for ascendant sub-
jects, and more rapidly achieved when the environmental factors operative
in building up the traits were ascertainable.
Suggestions for Choke of Vocation. The following are to be considered
merely as common-sense estimates of the vocations in which ascendance or
submission would be useful qualities. Each of these vocations requires
special capacities or social traits in addition to ascendance-submission
The A-S Reaction Study score may of course be suggestive; but no one
should use it in undertaking vocational guidance without due consideration
of these other factors.
A young woman with a submissive score might not find herself at a dis-
advantage in such occupations as librarianship, nursing, secretarial or
clerical work, editorial work, domestic science, dentistry, dress-designing
or millinery, pharmacy, teaching, statistics, research, or any form of liter-
ary or artistic activity. On the other hand, women with high scores, if
they have other requisite qualifications, might safely consider salesmanship
social work, reportorial work, the management of clubs, tearooms or stores'
law, medicine, personnel work, soliciting, or executive and administrative
7^
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work. Men with submissive scores, other traits being favorable, might logi-
cally consider college teaching, architecture, art, farming, bookkeeping
banking dentistry, editing, writing, music, secretaryship, mechanics, etc
Ihose who are ascendant in their scores would perhaps have a special ad-
vantage in salesmanship, executive work, factory management, law, poli-
tics, organizing, and kindred occupations.
Vocational Selection and Placement. The scale may be found to possess
a certain utility in personnel administration. Salesmen, foremen, and
executives, at least in many cases, may well be chosen from among ascend-
ant personalities.
In a study of executives in a large chain store the following results were
obtained
:
No. of cases Median Mean
General managers 20 +21 +21-50Store managers 21 +18 lu 14Assistant managers 15 + 3 T , ,P1°™ 31 +3 IIH
All executives 87 +10 +„. 48
In connection with the civil service of a large mid-western city, M. Levine
found that 29 city executives had an average score of +17.1; whereas 31
water-meter readers averaged
-0.9. In another group composed of 52 men
recently out of college, selected for training in salesmanship, W. L. Corn-
well found an average score of +13.9. From another large industry J M
Elliott reported that the median score in a group of 47 men in the manu-
facturmg department was +5, whereas 29 men in the lower supervisory
positions of the sales force had a median score of +28. In this study the
men in the highest executive positions on the sales force had somewhat lower,
though still ascendant, scores. Among 83 Y.M.C.A. secretaries, L. w!
Bartlett found a median score of +12.
These studies, all based on the Form for Men and as yet unpublished,
indicate that the present test may serve as a partial criterion for the selec-
tion of candidates for executive appointments or training. In these studies
it is interesting to note that age does not play the decisive role in determin-
ing the score, and that though the situations are designed primarily for
college students, it is not impracticable to apply the scale to industrial
groups.
Classroom and Research Uses. The authors have found the A-S Reaction
Study serviceable and interesting when used in courses in elementary psy-
chology, social psychology, and the psychology of personality. They hope
also that it may contribute to the technique of investigations in leadership
and introversion M
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PRESSEY X-0 TESTS
FOR
Investigating the Emotions
DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING AND SCORING
AND
FIRST NORMS
Adult and Child Forms
(FORMS A AND B)
FORMA
Purpose of the Tests
The scale has been developed with two uses especially in mind.
(1) The tests should make a very convenient means for research
in dealing with delinquents, neurotics, or other atypical individuals,
where disorder of the emotions and sentiments may be expected'.
(2) They should prove distinctly interesting for use in classes in
psychology and in the laboratory as a basis for the study of sex and
individual differences, affective and moral judgment, and emotional
make-up.
Directions for Giving
Pass out the test quickly, telling the subjects to "read the direc-
tions, and do what they tell you to do." Refuse to answer questions.
Tell the subjects "If you are not sure of anything, just guess, and
do the best you can." Note the time of beginning the examination.
Keep close watch of the subjects to be sure there is no conversation.
Toward the close of the examination remark, "Be sure to raise your
hand when you have finished. " Then, when a subject finishes, collect
his paper, marking down total time on the "time" line under the
name, and making sure that the name has been signed.
It has been found that occasional confusion in understanding the direc-
tions may be avoided by giving the subjects the following oral directions after
the subjects have started work on the first test, and thus have had an oppor-
tunity to read over the printed directions.
Attention to me for a moment! Be sure to read the directions very
carefully and do exactly what you are told to do. Notice that in the first
part of each test you may cross out as many or as few words as you wish. But
in the second part of each test (these directions are at the bottom of each
page) you are to draw a line around one and only one word in each list. Be
sure and follow these directions exactly — otherwise your record will not be
satisfactory.
^ STOELTING «>
MANUFACTURERS—PUBLISHERS—IMPORTERS—EXPORTERS
PSYCHOLOGICAL and PHYSIOLOGICAL
APPARATUS and SUPPLIES
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Manual for the H-H ReactIon Study
This questionnaire was created for the purpose of
obtaining a relative indication of physical vitality.
It is not, in any sense, conclusive. In fact, it is
more correctly called an experiment along lines that
have not previously hsen attempted. Kny further
experiments with this questionnaire, or developments
from this questionnaire t will he welcomed.
The test, an given, wss developed by observing
people who appeared to be particularly active, and
others who appeared to be particularly inactive. ?h«
activities observed were cast into question form so
that the questions couid be answered by "Yes'* or "Ho",
or by multiple-choice indication by checking.
The test was then given to 94 unseleetod college
sophomores. They were then requested to rate several
members of their class by choosing one or two people
for each of the following catagories: (l) unusually
aotive, (2) slightly above average in physical vitality,
(3) slightly below average in physical vitality, and
(4) unusually slow and lacking in vitality.
There was very little agreement between the various
student ratings. An individual might be rated as very
low by one student, slightly below by another, slightly
98
above by another, and way above by another.
By crossing out a Base every tins that name
appeared in a contrasting column a final list re-
mained that corresponded roughly to the test scores.
2?aay of those who were rated "high- by their class-
nates had high narks in the test, and many of these
rated»low" by their classmates had low scores* or
minus scores, on the test. The reeuits were not all
favorable. In general girel were rated as possessing
more vitality than boys—this rating by both sexes.
Direct i one for Administering
Pass out the tests. Tell the subjects to notice
the directions at the top of the page while you read
the directions aloud . Then say, -This is a study of
eojas of your habitual physical reactions, not cental".
"Begin". After than no directions should be given.
If a person does not know what to do tell hin to guess.
Coring
The numerical value 8 for each question are given
on the following pages. Add the numbers and the alge-
braic sun is the H-H rating.
Iszat
The 94 students who originally took this test
gave the following results: 25th percentile, 3.36:
59
E6dian
»
8' 598
«
75th Percentile, 10.07. The highest
score was 22, and the lowest
-15.
There is a general "halo" effect of activity
that puts all scores up a few points (as gives by the
present question values). This may he corrected hy
subtracting a c net nt amount. It appears th*t -8
would bring the above median very close to the point
and establish this point as average.
The makes of this test will be pleased to hear
of any further experietsnts with thin ma terial, and
also norms of any other group that may *t any tisje
take it.
Developed by C.*.D«r for the class in "Special
problems in Psychology under iTofeseor Tarry K. Uick
at Massachusetts State College, first semester 1936-37.
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H - H Reaction Study
Name Score
Part I
In the following questions two answers are given, "Yes" and "No." Draw a
circle around one answer, and only one, for each question.
1. Do you walk the floor when you are working out
a difficult problem? Yes No "~" /
2. Do your friends consider you an active person? { Yes No —' (
3- Do you "twiddle your thumbs," turn a pencil over
and over, or play with a coin etc., when thinking
intently about some matter or problem? ~f t Yes No — t
U. Do you habitually work at, or near, your highest
level of energy?
-f / Yes No — /
5. Do you participate in any of the following fairly
regularly: soccer, tennis, hockey, 100 or 50 yard
dashes? * / Yes No
6. Do you "throw yourself into" most things that you
do, and do them with enthusiasm? I Yes No — /
7. Do you like to do very active things such as rapid
mountain climbing, running, very fast walking, etc.,
.just for the fun of expending energy ? ' Yes No *
8. Do your friends sometimes consider you a very active
person?
~f % Yes No O
9. In general, do you like to do things with "vim,
vigor and vitality" ? f / Yes No 7
10. In general, do you put "vim, vigor and vitality" o
into your activities. "2. Yes No "* ^-
11. Have your friends ever told you that you talk too
rapidly?
-f/ Yes No
13* Have your friends ever told you that you talk too
^
slowly? — / Yes No
u
lh t Do you have a general dislike for most forms of
physical activity? ^^- Yes No
/Of
H - H -2-
Part II
In the following questions put a check mark in the one "blank that indicates
your preference or "behavior. Check only one .
1. Would you rather go for a short "brisk walk ~f 6 , or would you rather take
a slow stroll ~y ?
2. If you go swimming, do you prefer to swim very rapidly for a short time"*^
or do you prefer to swim leisurely for a longer period of time ~( ?
3. Which of these is your general level of activity?
rapid ~f i medium p slow ~>
Do you often sit still for long periods of time -~i , or do you find that
you frequently have to get up and move about t j,1
5. How does your average walk compare with others?
more rapid about the same $ slower ~'
6. Do you "yell yourself hoarse" at games you attend, such as: football,
"baseball, or any favorite sport or recreation?
usually 4 , frequently -ff , occasionally -J , never ~( .
7< How does your average conversation compare with others?
more rapid +( , about the same ® slower
S. When you have a task that you dislike , do you give all of your energies
to it? ^ _
almost always f 2 usually A rarely —/ almost never *-
9, Which of the following three statements gives the most accurate description
of you, as a person ?
1. Calm, cool, collected, seldom enthusiastic
"
f
2. Moderately calm, with moderate enthusiasms >
3. Very enthusiastic, much vitality -ff
10. Which one of the above would you like to have as the most accurate
description of you? Number T rctffnj of A*-f.
11. When you have a task that you like , do you give all of your energies
to it?
—
«
almost always *^A. usually rarely -V almost never " C*~.
SCORES
Part I
Part II
TOTAL
Ameignaents for the bix group..
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ASSIGKSf-SKTS OROTfp I
U Fonr-ninut, „t„,or„ „MMh on , toplQ of
tntere.t. Cnole. of .«bj,0t i,| ,.„ „ „tud„t
,
«~»"» t0
™. rar.ly te pereuad..
2. As Above*
3. As above
•
4» As above
•
5. Brier pa,^ of ^^ % ^
MerLed ,ori for word and interpreted before
the class*
6* Extempore critique of the poe« in 5.
?. As in 5*
&• As in 6.
9. An exterapore talk as in 1.
10. Final examination. Written critique by the
student, of his own manner of speech, bassd
on comments of both class md instructor.
Reported by Mr. Vernon Helping, Instructor in
Public Speukins at Massachusetts State College.
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ASSlOKXSm Owonp II
1. Written speech; controversial subject, with attempt
to disantaconize audience.
2. Game, - spoken
- with notes, rut not read or
memorized*
3. Game as No, 1,
4* Snme as No. 2,
5. Heading from Shekeepserfe
6, Reading from sonnets.
Reported by Professor stevart L. Garrison, head of the
Department of Public Spesking it toners* College.
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i# A fiTe-atinute ext*™,,^empore speech on a topio of **r„n„ .interest or experience *.^rienc .
-ugeestions for tnl*in •Basic tv4»«* , *** Siv«nC Princi ?1*s of npeec >,.. w
2
-
A short pap«r dis«uE<slB6 ^
U3M ~ i
iy ncti0B
» «tf cased«Pon Chapter 5 of
1 .
text
»
n 'if!?^ above.3. A fivo.»inute si f *
'
'
e" 6h ^^empore) for dlraetn„ 8 .
conversational aai^* d
th» «i
u^-8te<1 in Chapter 4 ofne class text.
«• A fWMint, pantoml^ to acquaint *,k • the student withthe importance o** bodiiy action i„ speaHng asseated in ch,,ter | of ^
•tudied, p us thoflw . ^
^ncipioa preTioualy
P ose in mmnm * of the t*xt
;
^ " """"— ^e Liter,tur/ f wby Woods.
.att and . ,
r
'
°
lHt.
hereon, «»ori«.d
,„dinterpretod before the class.
?
*
aaa
* *« 6 with mother p *»
« ~
P0<M, frora »aae hook.
o« Three-minute t. • i v»U on any
,ul?j9et
. T
three minutes.
9. Final examination
. written.
Reported by C." .
-
0w
Massachusetts W^oSSSlJ^ * at
1C5
ASSISSr-2?TS GROUP
2. IsspToajptw.
3. Infora.
Convince.
5. Sntertiin.
6. Group ilscueelon.
V. "nod
-'in.
B« Tribute.
9» Convince.
10. Convince.
11. Convince.
1?. Tribute (written)
**hli0 SP99kins at **** "olyoke College.
IOC
ASSIGJfg vSTS ORo?rp y
1. Aatobiogr%pblcsl «.cu„loB of
.^
poraneous.
"'.rit*j»n «,»* ».
• ™ no * r«r^ «r ffeworised.
2.M of MM. of tMnkl„g . ,Uo autoMegraph
_
leal aw «toEWanooU6
.
,:rltt„n out> M ^
or memorized,,
ienca
. ten u*» MMMP,
-TBnu.n<;ine^
Bebayior",
*• Illustration of Km ^ . »wo „o. 3, using an expository subject.3— technique as ,bov«. wltten QU% ^ ^ ^
or aesorised.
5. Discussion of appeal^ to nn audio's want, .
also bn*ed on O^retreet. *j» technics as abe*e.
6. Illustration of So. 5, - ft*g technic b,for..
7. discussion of mmmm^mmmm m mmm
ing-. Chapter. I
- 3
.
„ tthMM found in political
oratory of this past election.
8. Illustration of the proper (ft* of
-emotionally toned
words" discussed in ¥q. 7,
9. discussion of Thoul*ee
, Chapters 4-<5.
10. Illustrations as in S
. 8.
11. Discussion of
-houless, Chapters 7.9.
12. Illustration of So. 11
13. Discussion of 'hn j ! -> -- ."v.,„*
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(Assignments "roup t, continued)
14. Illustration of Ho. 13.
15. ¥idy»ar xa«insti on.
Heported by Professor Garrison of Amh-rst College.
SITE GROUP vi
1. A ten-mlnuta, ext*s;por<ir;eous? spe-ch in which
the speaker introduced hiaieelf to tfet audience,
suggestions for good speaking ir Over fctreet 's
"Influencing I!usr,n SehMrior",
~hapters x ,nd 4f
to be allied.
2. A ten-minute speech to actur.te - carefully outlined
M suggested by Monroe in Principles and Types of
Speech", but not caaorized.
3. A ten-minute, extemporaneous speech to infora -
based upon Monroe, chapter nd Gverstreet,
chapter 14.
4. I five- or eix-winute Wfc on effective wording
and attention factors *e shown in eo*e recent
aogasine advertisement.
5. A ten-Einute speech to entertain, following the
usual procedure of outlining *nd reading in onroe,
chapter 13, and chapter 15 in Overstreet.
6. A ten-minute speech to convince - based upon chapters
U and 16 in Konroe.
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7. A ten-minute speech Qn a controvergial issue
an attempt to "dissuade- the audience. Question,
answered by the 8pea]cer „ ^^ ^ ^^
Reading of chapter 17 in F nroe .
8. Two students worked together and prepared aR^
view. ThPS e were presented h.fore the class and
then cI^.sb criticisn was given.
9. Speech to secure pood-win *g a-wi i. A ten-minute, extempore
speech based upon Monroe, chapter ?n *** r* oa P' 20, and Overstreet,
chapter 12.
10. A fifty-.inute groups discussion * seven Mbers
of the mm on a proMem of generpi irUr^u
Suggestions in Monroe, chapters 24 and 8Bf and in
Overstreet, chapters 10 and 11.
11. As in 10, -To-- tha „tv,„ <-o..
„, other six members of the class.
12. Pi n*l examination
- written.
Approved "by
G raduate Committee

